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"Her smile is like a butterfly. 
When it flew away it left a beautiful memory." 
Community marches for Kane 
The News' 
Briefs 
French House hosts 
dinner 
The French House, lo- 
cated on sorority row, will 
be hosting a dinner Friday 
night sponsored by Great 
Harvest and Churchills. 
"Basically we have the 
downstairs set up like a 
french cafe," said house 
Vice President Jen Meeker. 
"We try and make it a little 
romatic, but people can 
come with their friends 
too." Dinner will be served 
from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
The $4 cost is bursarable 
and is open to everyone. For 
reservations call the French 
House at 372-2671. 
Crowds cheer for 
"Selena" 
SAN ANTONIO - 
Thousands of screaming 
extras helped recreate Se- 
lena's last big concert for a 
movie about the slain Te- 
jano singer. 
For about 90 minutes 
Sunday, they jumped to 
their feet, waved their arms 
in the air and cheered lou- 
dly as Jennifer Lopez, who's 
playing Selena, entered the 
Alamodome. 
"It's an incredible rush," 
Lopez said of the role. 
"Selena" is scheduled for 
release next summer. The 
concert scene was modeled 
after a concert held Feb. 26, 
1995, during the Houston 
Livestock Show and Rodeo. 
Yolanda Saldivar was 
convicted in October of 
gunning down Selena at a 
Corpus Christi motel in 
March 1995. She is serving 
a life sentence. 
Darden purchases 
new pad 
LOS ANGELES-Chris- 
topher Darden is moving up 
in the world -- or at least 
northward. 
The former O.J. Simpson 
prosecutor has purchased a 
$460,000 three-bedroom, 
2,500-square-foot home in 
the Ladera Heights section 
of Los Angeles, a real estate 
agent says. His new digs are 
a few miles northwest of his 
old neighborhood of Carson. 
"The house is perfect for 
a single guy," says LaShelle 
Washington, who works in 
the Fred Sands Realtors of- 
fice in Marina del Rey. She 
said the house has a back- 
yard ocean view and room 
for guests. 
"He really loves it and the 
area," she said, noting that 
Darden mentioned in his 
book, "In Contempt," that 
he would like to live in the 
area. 
Darden left the district 
attorney's office after the 
Simpson trial and now tea- 
ches at Southwestern Uni- 
versity School of Law in Los 
Angeles. 
King Carl XVI visits 
Illinois 
BISHOP HILL, 111.-Swe- 
den's King Carl XVI Gustaf 
paid a visit to this town 
founded by Swedish immi- 
grants in the 1840s, calling 
it the most impressive 
monument to his country 
outside Sweden. 
"Many of you are descen- 
dants. ... You and we have 
all the reason to be proud of 
these brave people," the 
king said. 
The king and his wife, 
Queen Silvia, visited the 
former Swedish settlement 
as part of a four-day U.S. 
tour marking the 150th an- 
niversary of the "great 
Swedish migration." 
Hldrkl KoS»v.nhl/rh* BG Nrwi 
Barbara Thayer-Bacon, assistant professor In the Department of 
Education, and her son, Sam, wait to march at the corner of Main 
and Wooster streets Wednesday. "My husband I Charles Bacon, 
assistant professor] in the college of education had Julie in his 
class," Thayer-Bacon said. The march was held for Julie Kane, a 
University student killed two weeks ago. 
Jay Young and Jack Buehrer 
The BC News 
About 200 members of the 
University's extended communi- 
ty marched down Wooster Street 
Wednesday night to celebrate the 
life of Julie Kane, the University 
senior who was murdered Sept. 7. 
Bowling Green citizens, Uni- 
versity staff, faculty and stu- 
dents lit candles and walked 
from downtown to Prout Chapel, 
where a ceremony was conduct- 
ed. 
At the ceremony, President 
Sidney Ribeau read a passage he 
said has helped him through hard 
times. He told Kane's family they 
are in the University communi- 
ty's thoughts and prayers. 
"My deepest condolences and 
support to the Kane family and 
friends, and be rest assured that 
we are with you in thought, deed 
and prayer," Ribeau said. 
Veronica Gold, Kane's aca- 
demic adviser, thanked Kane's 
parents for the quality life Kane 
was able to live. 
"Because of the foundation you 
provided, Mr. and Mrs. Kane„ Ju- 
lie acquired the skills and insight 
to make a positive contribution in 
the lives of many," Gold said. 
"That contribution will be passed 
on by those she touched." 
Carol Slight worked with Kane 
at the Filling Home of Mercy. It 
was there that Kane, a special 
education major, worked with re- 
tarded individuals. Slight told 
those gathered about her experi- 
ence with Kane. 
"Remember that bright smile. No matter 
what kind of day you were having, Julie's 
smile could make anyone else smile." 
Carol Slight 
Filling Home of Mercy 
"Remember that bright smile. 
No matter what kind of day you 
were having, Julie's smile could 
make anyone else smile," Slight 
said. "She always carried with 
her a positive attitude, no matter 
what kind of day she was having 
herself." 
Slight said Kane was very pop- 
ular at the Filling Home of 
Mercy. 
"Julie was a very bright and 
level headed young woman," 
Slight said. "Many people go 
through life not knowing where 
they fit in. I believe Julie was 
given a very special gift and she 
found that niche in her life three 
years ago when she came to the 
Filling Home of Mercy." 
Rev. Karen Thompson from 
United Christian Fellowship 
Center encouraged people to be 
honest, seek help and practice 
love. 
"Be honest about what this 
event has done to each of you. 
Seek guidance about how to cope 
from the mentors around you. 
Practice love, because It is the 
only energy strong enough to 
make a thread that can weave us 
together as a community," 
Thompson said. 
"It is normal to feel profound 
grief and sadness for the poten- 
tial Julie had yet to live and to all 
of her gifts and for her absence 
in the lives of those who person- 
ally knew and loved her." 
Some students felt the memor- 
ial march was a good opportunity 
to pay their respects to Kane. 
Carlena Mozzocca, junior die- 
tetics major, said she felt an 
obligation to attend the memor- 
ial. 
"I think what happened to her 
is something that the whole cam- 
pus should think about," she said. 
"I didn't know her, but the fact 
that she went to BG was enough 
to make me want to go." 
Jaime Nosse, freshman hospi- 
tality management major, said 
the march was a good time to say 
goodbye. 
"This was a good opportunity 
for those of us who didn't know 
her to pay our respects to her and 
say goodbye the right way," she 
said. 
A tree will be planted on cam- 
pus in remembrance of Kane A 
plaque attached will read: "Her 
smile is like a butterfly. When it 
flew away it left a beautiful 
memory." 
Police sponsor safety walk 
Event will point out areas of potential concern 
Dawn Keller 
The BC News 
In order to protect the Univer- 
sity community better, Universi- 
ty Police Is sponsoring a "Walk 
for Safety." »» 
University Police is asking 
members of the community to 
explore walkways and parking 
lots with them Sept. 30 at 8 p.m. 
Roger DennerU, Public Safety 
director, said the event, which 
will start in front of the Campus 
Police station. Is designed to 
point out improvements that 
have been made and concerns 
that different people have about 
safety. 
"We want to establish the per- 
ception of the students, staff and 
faculty," DennerU said. 
Dennerll said one group will 
investigate the parking lots and 
the other will look at the inner 
campus. He said there are 
several areas that need to be in- 
vestigated. 
"Sometimes people don't fol- 
low the established walkways," 
he said. "There are other infor- 
mal type walkways across the 
grass with no lights. It causes a 
concern for me because they are 
off the given track." 
Dennerll said that can be a 
problem because informal walk- 
ways may not be well lit. 
"You have a situtation here 
where they cross from the Cam- 
pus Police station to Kohl, yet 
there is no walkway," Dennerll 
said. "They have to go through 
the building or around into the 
back for photo ID. We need to es- 
tablish a walkway that's safe for 
people to walk through" 
Dennerll said the group will 
also look at lighting in parking 
lots. 
"We're requiring students to 
go out to Lot 6 area to park, and 
we've improved the lighting tre- 
mendously in the main portion of 
the lot. We find the overflow is 
such that we have to look at add- 
ing another light," he said. "I 
went by the lot and the rows of 
cars were five out past where 
[the lightsjwere." 
DennerU said he wants to make 
sure people feel safe getting out 
of their car and to the shuttle. 
"We look at the shuttle service 
and try to change it every year to 
meet the needs of the students, 
faculty and staff," he said. "We 
need to know if the shuttle is 
serving the needs of the people 
who use it. We want to have them 
say if the shuttle is stopping [in 
the) areas we need them to stop 
in." 
DennerU said he wants the 
group to help make sure every- 
one feels safe. "Hopefully, this 
will answer the safety issue, and 
more importantly, how we can 
change our ways of business so 
the student coming home from a 
part-time job at 2:30 in the morn- 
ing on a Sunday night feels safe." 
DennerU said that has been 
done with a ride vehicle. 
"We have the van that picks up 
individuals," he said. "We just 
want to make sure yes, it Is work- 
ing, or no, it's not - and here's 
where we need to improve." The 
group will also test emergency 
phones, according to Dennerll. 
See WALK, page three. 
State of Creation 
Todd Young/Tlir BC Ncwi 
Dan Pflug, senior painting major, works on a painting at Fine Art 
Building Wednesday. 
County receives gang-prevention grant 
Brandon Wray 
The BC News 
Wood County doesnt have a serious gang 
problem, and a $19,871 grant for gang 
prevention will help them keep it that 
way. 
The   Wood   County    Gang   Task 
Force/Youth Violence Prevention Pro- 
gram received the grant from Ohio Gov- 
ernor George Voinovich last week. 
The gang problem in Bowling Green 
and Wood County is not that serious right 
now according to Phil Titterington, direc- 
tor of the Wood County Gang Task 
Force/Youth Violence Prevention Pro- 
gram. 
"Wood County doesnt have a serious 
gang problem right now, it has an emerg- 
ing problem," said Titterington. "That is 
why we work on prevention and educa- 
tion in schools. We try to eliminate 
growth of gangs." 
Officer Ken Fortney, the Bowling 
Green Police Division's representative to 
the task force, said that a "zero toleran- 
ce" mentality is important in preventing 
a gang problem and is a reason that Bowl- 
ing Green hasn't experienced a lot of 
gang problems. "The police department 
and schools work hand-in-hand to pre- 
vent gang problems," Fortney said "The 
schools do an excellent job of not allow- 
ing any colors to be worn and keeping 
graffiti off the walls." The gang prob- 
lems Bowling Green does face are impor- 
ted from Toledo and Fostoria, according 
to Fortney. Often gang members from 
those cities will come to Bowling Green 
on the weekend to party and may cause 
problems or paint some graffiti while 
they are here, he said. 
Bowling Green's gang problem is iso- 
lated, according to Fortney, but judging a 
"gang problem" depends on one's defini- 
tion of a gang. 
"For us, four kids in the junior high 
who hang out together could not be called 
a   gang,"   Fortney   said. 
Opinion 
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In defense of gay rights 
On September 23, The BG News printed a letter 
written by Cynthia Lee Sheckler addressing her con- 
cern about homosexual people wanting equal rights. 
After reading her letter, my friend and 1 must admit 
that we found it disturbing. 
The most upsetting aspect of the letter was the 
overall feeling that Ms. Sheckler believes that homo- 
sexuals cannot be accepted as part of modern day 
society. It seems that she believes that homosexual- 
ity is wrong and it is causing moral decline. Although 
we do not agree, we understand that it is her opinion 
and she has a right to believe in it. However, we ARE 
having trouble understanding the fact that someone 
who believes so strongly in morality can still find It 
morally correct to deny rights to and/or segregate a 
certain group of people. 
First of all, we must look at what Ms. Sheckler 
has written. In her opening line she writes, "It ap- 
pears homosexuals say liberty and Justice for all ... 
as long as you don't disagree with their cause." It 
seems to us that her statement is saying that homo- 
sexuals only want equality for themselves and those 
who support them. 
It is unfair to assume that homosexuals want 
rights only for themselves. They simply want to be 
acknowleged as human beings in our society. 
Ms. Sheckler also argues that if the Defense of 
Marriage Act is passed, then homosexuality will be 
introduced to children in sex education classes. In 
addition to that, many children will also have same 
sex parents. We believe that if homosexuality is not 
taught to children, then they are more apt to be con- 
fused if in fact they are homosexual. 
As for the issue of same sex parenting, I (Michael) 
have known 2 people who both nad lesbian parents. 
They are both neterosexual and mentally stable. I 
think it is indicative of the fact that homosexual 
parenting can be just as normal and healthy as any 
other and also shows that homosexuality is not a "dis- 
ease" that can be "spread." 
She also points out that irresponsible sexual be- 
havior among homosexuals is what caused the spread 
of AIDS, yet she ignores the fact that heterosexuals 
are also capable ofirresponsible sexual behavior. The 
AIDS virus affects EVERYONE and WE ALL must 
learn to be more responsible. 
In conclusion, we feel that to deny homosexuals 
equal rights is like turning our backs on human kind. 
Perhaps not everyone shares our opinions or beliefs, 
but we can not deny that we are all human beings. 
We all live on the same planet and we can not 
escape reality. Because of that we must educate our- 
selves on the issues that affect us as a whole, and 
live together in equality despite how we feel about 
any other group or individual. 
The Martians among us all 
Mike J. Klimis 
Sophomore 
Popular Culture 
Jill A. Benzing 
Sophomore 
Art 
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In a news-heavy summer 
saturated with political conven- 
tions, terrorism, and global 
sporting events, an unexpected 
development emerged as the 
most Intriguing story of the 
year. The eyebrow-raiser In 
question arrived in the unas- 
suming from of a rock with the 
uninteresting name of ALH 
84001. The refugee rock arrived 
after a long Journey from our 
red neighbor Mars, ricocheted 
to us from a comet or meteor's 
Impact. After retrieval from 
Antarctica and thorough analy- 
sis, the announcement of the 
discovery of fossilized microor- 
ganisms created instant Mars- 
mania In the United States, a 
nation already primed for Ideas 
of other worldly beings by en- 
tertainment such as "The X- 
FUes" and "Independence Day." 
Though there has been 
little media coverage (under- 
standable, what, with an elec- 
tion looming). I doubt not that 
Mars will be back on our minds 
soon, at least before orblters are 
sent for observations in the Fall 
of 1997. The revelations are too 
fascinating to forget: chemical 
and fossil remnants of organ- 
Isms that lived 3.6 billion years 
ago. worm-like structures, and 
Pierce 
complex chemicals which are 
formed on earth when organ- 
Isms decompose and also, 
though unlikely In this case, 
when fossil fuels are burned. 
rThough wouldn't that be cool?) 
So it appears as if life ex- 
isted In our universe and di- 
mension beyond our screwed- 
up sphere, answering one of 
our oldest questions. This 
brings up hosts of new ques- 
tions, not only as to what the 
details of the discovery are and 
what It means to us. but also 
about what we should do about 
It. How. as a nation and as a 
planet continually plagued by 
wars, should we react to Mars, 
knowing that answers to larger 
questions about our role in the 
universe are possibly out there 
for the taking, burled beneath 
billion^ of years of Martian 
rubble? 
More specifically, how 
much dough do we sink into 
our space programs, which 
worldwide have squandered 
opportunities through Ineffi- 
ciency and negligence? Tech- 
nology Is advancing at alarm- 
ing rates, but at present, most 
public lnterst in advances 
seems to be centered around 
earth and people-based Inno- 
vations such as the Internet. 
If we do decide to increase 
spending on space programs, 
where will the cutbacks come 
from? From other fields of sci- 
ence, like medical research, or 
from unrelated areas such as 
social programs? How about 
from the military? (Please?) 
Can we avoid some of 
these decisions by calling upon 
private industry to help foot the 
bill? How many of their satel- 
lites will we have to clutter the 
heavens with in exchange? 
Proposals for Mars funding are 
probably now being whipped up 
as quickly as NASA is printing 
up new astronaut applications. 
How will November's big 
votefest affect things? Bill 
Clinton was lightning-quick to 
acknowledge the rock, calling 
It "one of the most stunning 
Insights into our universe that 
science has ever uncovered." 
Sounds like he's interested. 
And Ronald Reagan always 
loved him some space program, 
so It's safe to say Dole would 
follow suit with support. (Ex- 
cept I keep forgetting, there's no 
way Dole's gonna win.) 
Of course, all these tem- 
poral questions are Just silly 
details compared to the 
ponderlngs of who we are. why 
we're here, and what's up with 
the girl next door. Were these 
others more or less "advanced" 
than we are? Is it feasible that 
the .nartlans moved on, and 
can we similarly escape this 
ship we've set to sinking and 
maybe catch up with those 
guys? Are we. in fact, 
transplanted Martians whose 
unicellular ancestors were 
transported here much like 
ALH84001 was? And what does 
God think about all this? 
Anyone hoping for an- 
swers to these queries (or even 
good writing) will be 
dlsapponted with this column. 
A robotic sample-return mis- 
sion Is projected for around 
2005. meaning that humans 
could be on Mars within our 
lifetime. Until that giant leap for 
organism-kind. I'm keeping one 
eye on the sky for the other two 
on the people around me. In 
case they're already here. 
VrtfflE^S HKECflH* 
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I am writing In response 
to Ms. Cynthia Sheckler's let- 
ter to the editor In Monday's 
BG News. While I support and 
respect Ms. Sheckler's right to 
hold and express her opinions. 
I am concerned that her beliefs 
are based upon misinformation 
and myths about homosexual- 
ity, as well as the current sta- 
tus of the AIDS epidemic and 
the spread of HIV. 
In regard to Ms. Sheckler's 
references to "natural affection" 
and "looking to our animal 
kingdom," It Is important to rec- 
ognize the Increasing amount 
of evidence demonstrating the 
genetic and biological compo- 
nents of sexual orientation. 
One need only examine the ex- 
cellent article "Born Gay?" 
{Time. July 26. 1993) and Dr. 
Simon LeVay's text The Sexual 
Brain" to realize that one's pref- 
erences of sexual partners are 
likely not a choice, but rather 
something people are born with 
and biologically Inclined to fol- 
low. If homosexuality is Indeed 
genetic, it can be Included with 
the multitude of other behav- 
iors of this nature. In that re- 
gard, do we shun left-handers 
because they aren't "like most 
people?" Do we discriminate 
against Individuals with blue 
eyes because they express a 
recessive trait? Furthermore, 
we can Indeed look to the arena 
of nohhuman animals. In which 
we find Instances of same-sex 
sexual activity. As nonhuman 
animals are not subject to so- 
cialization as are humans, we 
can only Interpret their same- 
sex activity as natural, rather 
than a "willful choice." 
I would like to address Ms. 
Sheckler's comments regarding 
the spread of HIV In the het- 
erosexual community. If one 
examines the current statistics 
concerning transmission of HIV 
(as reported by the Centers for 
Disease Control) it Is clear that 
the fastest growing groups of 
new HIV cases in the United 
States are among heterosexual 
women and teenagers. Homo- 
sexual males certainly ac- 
counted for the highest num- 
ber of cases of HIV and AIDS In 
the early days of the crisis; how- 
ever, as a community, they 
openly addressed the Issue, 
became educators, took re- 
sponsibility for themselves and 
their actions, and adopted safer 
sex practices. As sex education 
and HIV Information in many 
public schools Is repressed or 
nonexistent, many young het- 
erosexuals have not been given 
the opportunity to learn about 
safer sex practices from edu- 
cated Individuals, and are In- 
stead exposed to misunder- 
standings. As a certified HIV 
Instructor, I have had the op- 
portunity to assess the sexual 
activities that persons of homo- 
sexual, bisexual and hetero- 
sexual orientations pursue. 
Most of the homosexual clients 
I speak with have chosen to 
engage in nothing but safer sex 
practices; the heterosexual cli- 
ents still appear to be living 
under the delusion of "It won't 
happen to me" and act accord- 
ingly by engaging in unsafe sex. 
Life is too short for such 
disapproval and hatred, espe- 
cially in areas which are only 
the business of those directly 
Involved. I would guess that 
most homosexuals don't waste 
their time thinking about the 
heterosexual lifestyle; perhaps 
heterosexuals should return 
the favor. 
Romy Nocera. Ph.D. 
Gerongology Program. 
BGSU 
Volunteer HP/ Specialist. 
MCO 
Ms. Sheckler's letter in the 
September 23rd paper had 
many misconceptions and mis- 
representations which have 
been refuted somewhat in An- 
drea Wood's excellent article 
and the letters by Mr. Pyryt. Ms. 
Fross. and Mr. Webb In the Sep- 
tember 24th paper. 
Ms. Sheckler (and anyone 
else reading this) Is Invited to 
attend a meeting of the Lesbian 
and Gay Alliance Thursday at 
8:30 P.M. in the Off-Campus 
Student Center, which Is In 
Moseley Hall. Here you will find 
gays, lesbians, blsexuals. 
transgenders (otherwise known 
as GLBTs) and even straight 
people who are trying to make 
this campus (and country) a 
better place for everyone by re- 
futing the stereotypes Ms. 
Sheckler seems to have. i.e. 
blaming gays for AIDS. 
Ms. Sheckler, you should 
read the U.S. Constitution. 
There are no exemptions for 
women, people of color, or 
GLBT people, all of whom have 
had centuries of discrimination 
levelled at them. Unless a law 
specifically Includes sexual ori- 
entation, then we are not cov- 
ered under civil rights legisla- 
tion, despite the protection of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. 
I would love to see Ms. 
Sheckler's face if she walked 
Into a business run by a gay or 
lesbian and was told "I'm sorry, 
heterosexuals are neither wel- 
come In this establishment nor 
are hired here." Would she be 
a victim of discrimination? You 
betcha! Would she have a case 
to sue? No. because the Em- 
ployment Non-Discrimination 
Act was not passed by Con- 
gress, which would have pro- 
tected homosexuals, bisexuals. 
and heterosexuals. Discrimina- 
tion Is discrimination, whether 
it is because of skin color, reli- 
gion, size and any other condi- 
tion including sexual orienta- 
tion/gender identity! 
As a Journalism major, 
Ms. Sheckler, you need to do 
research before you spout off 
about something you know 
nothing about. If you had done 
this you would have found out 
that Coretta Scott King, widow 
of civil rights leader Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and Rev. Jesse 
Jackson are both major sup- 
porters of civil rights for GLBTs. 
Did you know your statements 
about tearing down morality 
and family were the same used 
against those favorite interra- 
cial marriage and integration of 
schools and the military? 
Ms. Sheckler. did you 
know about the Stonewall riots 
of 1969. the forerunner of the 
gay civil rights movement? Do 
you know about the groups for 
gay Christians? Had I been 
grading her letter. Ms. Sheckler 
would receive an "F" for failure 
to research. 
Marlene, LAGA Member 
Campus 
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BG has view to lunar eclipse 
University Observatory open for better look at moon 
Maureen Barry 
The BG News 
The University's Observatory 
will have an open house to view 
the lunar eclipse Thursday night, 
weather permitting. 
According to Dale Smith, 
Planetarium director, an eclipse 
of the Moon occurs every five or 
six months, and about every 
other eclipse is visible from 
Bowling Green. 
The moon will begin entering 
the shadow of the earth at 9:12 
p.m. By 10:19 p.m., the moon will 
have completely moved into the 
earth's shadow. The totality lasts 
an hour and ten minutes, and the 
moon will begin to move out of 
the earth's shadow at 11:29 p.m. 
The eclipse will end at 12:30 am., 
according to Smith 
"Some of the light goes 
through the earth's atmosphere 
at the edges, and gets bent into 
the shadow so that it ends up hit- 
ting the Moon. It's very red, just 
like the sunset," said John Laird, 
associate professor of Physics 
and Astronomy. 
Laird also explained that this 
red light would be black If the 
earth did not have an atmos- 
phere. 
This  is  the  last  total   lunar 
eclipse visible from Bowling 
Green this century, as the next 
eclipse will occur Jan. 20, 2000, 
Smith said. 
A unique aspect of this eclipse 
is that the planet Saturn will be 
seen only a few degrees away 
from the Moon, according to 
Smith. 
Smith also said observers will 
be able to use the observatory's 
telescope, and several portable 
telescopes, which will be set up 
in the rooftop observation area, 
to view the eclipse. 
The open house will last from 9 
p.m. until midnight if the sky is 
clear. Admission to the Observa- 
tory is free. 
'Party at Perry' designed 
to 'enhance involvement' 
Jay Young 
The BG News 
In an attempt to draw more in- 
terest to athletics and campus 
life In general, the University 
will sponsor a party before Sat- 
urday's football game by the sta- 
dium. 
"Party at Perry" will start two 
hours before the scheduled 3:30 
p.m. klckof f between the Falcons 
and the Central Michigan Chip 
pewas. The pregame event will 
feature free food, prizes and the 
band Blitzen. The prizes include 
a four-day trip to Las Vegas, 
i shirts and dinner for six pre- 
pared by Provost Charles 
Middleton. 
Ed Whipple, vice president for 
Student Affairs, said one of the 
goals is to draw interest in Uni- 
versity athletics. 
"We're really trying to let stu- 
dents know how important our 
football team is, and supporting 
events In general," Whipple said. 
"I think a number of us on cam- 
pus have been concerned that our 
athletic program has not been as 
supported by students as it could 
be, and we started looking at 
ways to enhance student in- 
volvement on campus. And ath- 
letics is one way to do that." 
Scott Seeliger, director of ath- 
letic advancement, said the party 
is to draw more support for the 
football team, but also to improve 
overall involvement on campus. 
"This is more than just a sup- 
port athletics event. This is an 
entire campus event," Seeliger 
said. 
Seeliger said the goal of the 
party is to get more students In- 
volved with activities on campus. 
"We're encouraging students 
to come and participate," See- 
liger said. "We need people to 
feel good about the University. It 
isn't going to happen by giving 
them classroom work and then 
shuffling them out the door." 
Seeliger said the pregame 
party is just one of the things be- 
ing done to try to improve stu- 
dent involvement on campus. 
"We don't want to stop with the 
games. There's some other 
things we're looking to have on 
campus," Seeliger said. "We've 
got to be able to do some things 
on campus besides athletics. Ath- 
letics is just one dimension, but 
we want to utilize it." 
Seeliger said the University 
would also like to bring some 
bands to campus, but the lack of 
•Police Blotter 
space makes it a challenge. 
"We don't have the facility like 
a Savage Hall in Toledo," See- 
liger said. "I think we can do it, 
but we've got to go do it. We can't 
give excuses for not doing it." 
Seeliger, who coached football 
at the University of Wisconsin 
after serving as a Falcon coach 
under Denny Stoltz, said he 
wants to create a more student- 
friendly atmoshpere. Wisconsin, 
an institution with a reputation of 
large student involvement at 
football games, is known for its 
crazy Saturdays at the football 
stadium. 
"That's a place where they 
work very, very hard on the aca- 
demic part, but then they play 
very hard too," Seeliger said. "I 
want students here to have the 
mentality and the mindset of, 
'Hey, we're going to get together 
and we're going to make it a good 
time.'" 
Seelinger said he would like to 
bring that kind of atmosphere to 
the University. 
"In a year I would like to have 
participation, because when stu- 
dents get together they have a 
good time. We have to organize, 
so they have some place to get 
together." 
March of Memories 
Doug KhrvnovtkyrTfcc BG Newi 
About ISO people participated in the march for Julie Kane Wednesday. The march started down- 
town and concluded at Prout Chapel. 
WALK 
Continued from page one. 
"We want people other than 
campus police to use the phones 
so they can see for themselves 
that when they pick it up, a cam- 
pus police dispatcher answers," 
he said. 
Dennerll said this walk is de- 
signed to alleviate problems. 
"I'd like to encourage the Uni- 
versity community to partici- 
pate, so it's not just police. It's 
the entire community walking 
out to actually see what is 
needed. We want to touch base 
with everybody. We want to get 
the community more involved in 
the safety at this University." 
Barbara Waddell, public in- 
formation officer, said it's im- 
portant for everyone to be in- 
volved. 
"It's a partnership. We need to 
join hands and do this together," 
she said. "We can't do it without 
students." 
Compiled by Brandon Wray 
■ Saturday a man walked into 
Howard's Club H and proceeded 
to urinate. The man was not in 
the bathroom. 
■ A woman complained that 
while she was at work her van 
was vandalized. There is now 
"Satanic writing in black paint" 
on the side of the van. A witness 
said she observed a group of 
youths hanging around that park- 
ing lot at about the time the van's 
owner was at work. 
■ Saturday eight to nine bikers 
were reportedly righting at Junc- 
tion Bar and Grill. One biker al- 
legedly swung at a bartender 
with a pitcher of beer after the 
bartender tried to mark him low. 
Bouncers at Junction kicked two 
of the bikers out. 
■ A man was found passed out 
in the alley behind Gargoyles. 
The man said he had been drink- 
ing at local bars and in a friend's 
room. He was charged with 
underage possession and dis- 
orderly conduct. 
■ Last Sunday there was a 
fight on the third floor of an 
apartment building in the 800 
block of Sixth Street. One person 
was observed throwing a can of 
Natural Light on the ground. He 
was warned for littering and 
cited with underage possession. 
Another person was cited for 
furnishing alcohol and told to 
clean up the building. 
■ Friday a resident in the 700 
block of High Street complained 
that a neighbor in his apartment 
complex was displaying poten- 
tially violent behavior. The 
neighbor was overheard alleged- 
ly saying he was "getting ready 
to kick some ass." An officer 
found no one at the apartment 
m&roMP 
f^t"...a sure-fire crowd-pleaser j Vi  V| 
^^L with a rock 'n' roll heart!"—New York 77mes^fffc*^r 
FRtbAY-SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18-20      W 
STRANAHAN THEATER 
MATINEE A EVENING SHOWS 
Call 474-1333 or visit the Slranahan Theater 
ticket office or Ticketmaster. 
$2 discount to students! 
.Mil i 
W, K> 
when he arrived. 
■ Friday a pizza delivery vehi- 
cle at Pollyeye's was hit. 
■ Friday an abandoned bicycle 
was found at the Woodland Mall. 
The Huffy Titanium bike is pur- 
ple with "Titanium" written in 
pink. 
■ It was reported last Friday 
that a person was selling cocaine 
out of a business' van in the 
parking   lot  of  a   local   estab- 
lishment. 
■ September 12th a party was 
broken up in the 800 
block of Second Street. While the 
officer was talking to a partygoer 
he observed a male carrying a "a 
large [marijuana] bong." The 
bong and three other pipes were 
confiscasted. The male carrying 
the bong was cited for possession 
of drug paraphernalia 
RAIL BIIXIARDS 
±^8®i 
• 12 Pool Tables  'Snacks 
• Billiard Supplies • Tournaments 
• Video Games 
145 N. Main, 
Bowling Green 
353-7665 
20% Discount for 
BGSU Students on 
equipment 
$2.00 per hour 
3-7 everyday 
Hours: Sun -Thurs 3:0^prn-12am Fn- Sa!3:00pnv2a_rn 
- .  '   .     7  ~Qt   * .       ■ :  
OK *SANVBLAST* AXn 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 29 
BEHIND THE KEC CENTEK 
10:00 cww   ~   1:00 pwv 
CHEEK ON YOUR TEAM I 
OX. * AXD. * OK * AXCl 
PARTY AT PERRY 
FEATURING 
BlttZQTs 
3:30 KICKOFF 
PREGAME PARTY: FREE FOOD, 
GREAT PRIZES 
WEST SIDE OF STADIUM 
Notice to all students in the 
College of Education 
and Allied Professions: 
The College is currently pursuing various initiatives related to 
its strategic planning. Among these are discussions related to 
1.) adapting a final mission statement for the 
College 
2.) renaming the College, and 
3.) creating a new organizational structure for the 
College. 
Three Strategic Planning Steering Committee subgroups have 
been established to deal with each of these points of 
discussion. 
If you have any input that you would like to provide these subgroups, 
or if you would like to participate in discussions, please feel free to 
contact the following subgroup chair: 
Mission Statement: Dr. Leigh Chiarelott - tohiare@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Renaming the College: Or. Mary Ann Robertson • 
mroben@radar.bgsu.edu 
Reorganization: Dr. Linda Mandlebaum - lmarKlle@bqnet.bqsu edu 
State 
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OSHA awaits 
Shell records 
The Associated Press 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. ~ A 
report on an explosion at a 
Shell Chemical Co. plant in 
Ohio could educate others 
about industry hazards and 
prevent future accidents, but 
its release will be withheld for 
now, a federal agency said. 
Shell has sued to stop the 
public release of a federal re- 
port scrutinizing the May 1994 
explosion that killed three 
people and triggered the eva- 
cuation of hundreds of resi- 
dents in Ohio and West Vir- 
ginia. 
The plant In Belpre is across 
the Ohio River from Parkers- 
burg. 
The federal Occupational 
Safety and Health Administra- 
tion had planned to release its 
report Tuesday, but Shell went 
to court Friday in Houston, 
where its headquarters are lo- 
cated. 
OSHA agreed to withhold 
the document pending the out- 
come of hearings by a federal 
Judge on the matter, expected 
in about two weeks. 
The Charleston Gazette had 
filed a Freedom of Informa- 
tion Act request in 199S to ob- 
tain the report. 
Shell claims the document 
contains trade secrets and law 
enforcement information that 
are exempt from federal pub- 
lic records laws. 
The company said it provid- 
ed OSHA with interviews and 
access to the plant and 10,000 
pages of documents for the in- 
vestigation. Releasing the re- 
port to the newspaper could 
substantially harm the com- 
pany, its lawyers said. 
OSHA officials informed 
Shell on Sept. 10 that they 
planned to delete material to 
avoid releasing trade secrets. 
In a letter to Shell, the 
agency said releasing the re- 
port could educate both the 
public and chemical com- 
panies about the hazards of 
the Industry, and possibly 
prevent future deaths and in- 
juries. 
Shell was cited for 
S3 safety violations 
and fined $3 million 
by OSHA for the 
explosion. The 
company also spent 
more than $100 
million to repair the 
plant. 
Shell was cited for 53 safety 
violations and fined $3 million 
by OSHA for the explosion. 
The explosion and fire 
released 1 million pounds of 
toxic chemicals into the air 
and closed part of the facility 
for two years. 
i There Really Is A Free Lunch! 
Join us for Worship 
Sunday, September 29,10:30 am 
and stay after for lunch 
Trinity United Methodist Church  * 
200 North Summit St. x 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-9031 
Hlllary Clinton spoke In support of the President's Family and Medical Leave Act today In Dayton and Cleveland. 
Health care on agenda of first lady 
James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON, Ohio - First lady 
Hillary Rodham Clinton toured 
two Ohio hospitals Wednesday 
and used the settings to celebrate 
the administration's efforts to 
improve care for children and 
their mothers. 
Mrs. Clinton first stopped at 
Lakewood Hospital in suburban 
Cleveland, then flew to Dayton, 
where she visited Children's 
Medical Center. 
At the Dayton hospital, she dis- 
cussed the Family and Medical 
Leave Act, which gives parents 
unpaid time off work to care for 
new babies or sick children. 
"It's an Important statement of 
values of who we are and how we 
help each other," Mrs. Clinton 
told people who had used the act 
or otherwise taken leave to care 
for family members. 
Mrs. Clinton said the act, which 
was signed into law by President 
Clinton in 1993, benefits com- 
panies by instilling employee 
loyalty and reducing turnover. 
"It actually helps the bottom 
line," she said. 
She said her husband would 
like to expand it to allow em- 
ployees to take time off of work 
for doctor and teacher appoint- 
ments. 
Eric Parks, spokesman for Re- 
publican candidate Bob Dole's 
campaign in Ohio, said Dole un- 
derstands  that  family  is more 
important than work at a time of 
catastrophic illness and he sup- 
ports ways to assist employees. 
But he said the Family and Medi- 
cal Leave Act is inflexible and 
can put a burden on small busi- 
nesses. 
"You may only have one engi- 
neer in the whole factory," said 
Parks. "You let that engineer go, 
and you have a problem." 
Mrs. Clinton also visited 
patients in the hospital's Almost 
Home center, a short-term ob- 
servation unit designed to save 
money and allow parents to be 
Involved in the care of their chil- 
dren. 
"I'm so pleased to see this in 
person," she said. "I'll spread the 
word about Almost Home." 
Mrs. Clinton also told hundreds 
of people in a hospital courtyard 
that Clinton wants to build a 
bridge to the 21st century by con- 
tinuing to work for a strong 
economy, educational opportuni- 
ties for all and a lower crime 
rate. She said America is facing a 
critical point in history. 
"We cannot go back to the 
past," she said. "What we have to 
do is pick out of the past those va- 
lues and beliefs that have kept 
this country strong, and move 
with them into the future." 
Outside the hospital, demon- 
strators protested Clinton's veto 
of a congressional ban on partial- 
birth abortions, In which the 
fetus is partially delivered be- 
fore the brain is removed. 
Minister hikes to class reunion 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - The votes 
are still out, but Gary Hoover is 
probably a shoo-in to win the a- 
ward for making the longest trip 
to his high school reunion. 
The 58-year-old retired Baptist 
minister walked and jogged 1,400 
miles from Florida to Columbus 
to attend the reunion at Marion- 
Franklin High School. 
Hoover and his wife Vicky, 
who live in Barefoot Bay, Fla, 
both participate in ultramarath- 
ons   --   long-range   endurance 
^* '1* FLAVORS  ON TAP 
POUR; 
i • PoAl'Mt 
Ladies Night 
Cvery Thursday 
Ladies drink Happy Hour prices All Night 
$1 Domestic Drafts 
Double Mixed Drinks for Price of 
Single All Night 
Check It Out! 
races that require a level of fit- 
ness far above the norm. 
Both attended Marion-Franklin 
in the 1950s and moved to Florida 
nearly 30 years ago. When they 
received the invitation to Satur- 
day night's reunion for the class- 
es of 1955 through 1959, Mr. 
Hoover nearly turned it down. 
"I've got to be truthful," he 
said. "I dont like the weather up 
here." 
But Hoover, a Southern Baptist 
minister who retired in June, 
decided it might be worth the trip 
if he could walk it. 
He stuck to the freeways, stay- 
ing in hotels as he made his way 
north. Carrying an 18-pound pack 
and wearing a running outfit and 
a safari hat, he attracted some at- 
tention. 
"I had a lot of people stare at 
me. ... I bet I had to explain to 
over 100 people what I was do- 
ing," he said. 
He arrived in Columbus last 
week, 28 days after he started. 
"I had a lot of people 
stare at me.... I bet I 
had to explain to over 
100 people what I 
was doing." 
Gary Hoover 
distance pedestrian 
Because she still works, Mrs. 
Hoover had to take a quicker 
mode of transportation. She ar- 
rived by plane last weekend - 
just in time for them to partici- 
pate in an ultramarathon Sunday 
in Vandalia. 
Mr. Hoover finished third. 
The two head home after the 
reunion. 
"I bought him an airplane 
ticket for that," Mrs. Hoover 
said. 
ONSTRUCTING 
YOUR FUTURE? 
BUILD YOUR  RESUME. 
( .>m< l.nrn how you can build your resume with The Whit Disney World' College Program. You'll DC able to 
earn college recognition or credit while gaining the experience of a lifetime! This is a unique op|>oriunity to 
enhance your resume with the Disney name. 
Rrpresenlatives will be on campus to answer all your questions concerning the Wall Mtnej World' ( .-liege Program. 
Interriewtng: All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and 
resorts: Attractions. Food A Beverage. Merchandise. l.ireguarding. and 
many othersl Ask the Disney Representative about special opfiortunnies 
for students fluent In Portuguese. 
Presentation Date: Sept. 26, 1996 
Time: 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Olscamp Hall, Room 115 
For More Information Contact: Nancy Arflerl 
(419) 372-2531 
Ako vtalt m at Orlando Sentinel Online on AOL wing keyword 
■Dtaney Jobs" or www.CareerMotak.com/cm/wdw/wdwLhtml 
{^W^yfsri^World. 
Aa EQIMI Opportunity Employ*' > Dftwing CrMlivity From D™«f«rTy 
any one 
washer or 
drop off service 
Attendant on duly 9am - 9pm 
expires 12/30/96 
Limit one coupon per visit 
KIRK'S COIN c 
LAUNDRY 3 L 
709 S. Main St. ■ H 
352-0397 —|-  
Open 24 Hours ' Napoleon 
NEXT MONTH IS DESIGNATED ALCOHOL AWARENESS MONTH. 
To Kick off activities... the DRY DOCK presents a 
"Stay Dry" Pool Party 
WHEN: Thursday, September 29 
TIME: 9:00 P.M. -10:45 P.M. 
PLACE: COOPER POOL, 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND 
THERE WILL BE MUSIC, FELLOWSHIP, FREE WINGS AND BEVERAGES! 
DOOR PRIZES TO THE FIRST 25 PEOPLE IN THF PDOI 
^ Oh, and for the record..Dry Dock events are-well you know-"Dry." \ 
—— 
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Rock the Vote 
{
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Second graders Klley BrugKeman and Amanda Kllefsen compare their hands to 820 other hands in 
Sioux Falls, SD. the mural was for Kids Vote registration day. 
Astronaut returns home 
Marcla Dunn 
The Associated Press 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - 
- She's traveled 75 million miles - 
equivalent to 157 trips to the 
moon and back -- and watched the 
Earth transform Itself from a 
glittery winter white to fertile 
spring brown to lush summer 
green. 
After a record-long season of 
her own in space, astronaut 
Shannon Lucid finally is coming 
home. She is due back on Earth 
on Thursday, 4,512 hours, or 188 
days, after she rocketed away to 
the Russian space station Mir. 
"All adventures have to come 
to an end," Lucid said from space 
shuttle Atlantis on Wednesday. 
"You have to go home sometime, 
and I'm ready to go home." 
Good weather was forecast for 
the 8:13 a.m.  landing  at  Cape 
Canaveral. If Atlantis returns on 
time, Lucid will have circled 
Earth 3,008 times. 
Lucid, who has spent a longer 
stretch in space than any other 
American and any other woman, 
left the planet in March, when 
lakes were frozen and snow 
covered the ground at the north- 
ern latitudes. 
"I was able to see that dis- 
appear and then the brown and 
then the green as all the crops 
started growing, so It was a very 
Interesting thing to watch and to 
see that happening," she said 
from orbit Wednesday. 
The 53-year-old biochemist 
said she had a better time on Mir 
than she expected, although she 
wished there more science ex- 
periments to conduct. 
"I really like to work and I like 
to keep real busy and. yeah, I 
could have done more," she said. 
"Sort of like If you have a piece 
of chocolate cake and you enjoy 
it, why not go for two?" 
Lucid, a dessert lover, can have 
seconds and even thirds of choco- 
late cake and anything else she 
wants once she's back on Earth 
and her most pressing medical 
tests are completed. Doctors 
have imposed no dietary re- 
strictions, although they want 
her to record everything she eats 
and drinks during her months- 
long recuperation. 
The first American woman to 
live on Mir, Lucid should have 
been home in early August but 
had to spend an extra seven 
weeks in orbit because Atlantis 
was delayed by equipment trou- 
ble and two hurricanes. 
The shuttle finally lifted off on 
Sept. 16 and docked with Mir two 
days later. American John Blaha 
took Lucld's place aboard Mir. 
Blizzard of babies arriving after winter of'96 
Rick Hanson 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK ~ Amy Lauriat had never played Monopoly all the way 
through before, but now the snow outside was two feet high and she 
and her boyfriend had finished two whole games. Next, they moved 
on to Scrabble, then Trivial Pursuit - "the old Trivial Pursuit, with 
the old answers." 
The Blockbuster was closed. They'd had a few beers. They were 
feeling a little bored. And then ... 
Nine months after all those trips past GO, Lauriat is happily expect- 
ing her first baby. She's one of many shut-in Americans who made 
more than a snowman during the Blizzard of "96. 
"It was very relaxing," the 25-year-old University of Maryland 
student recalled the other day. "Neither of us could go to work. We'd 
played every board game we had. There was nothing else to do." 
The blizzards that covered the Northeast and Midwest in early 
January apparently will not produce the kind of bumper baby crop 
associated, in anecdote if not demographic science, with other great 
storms of the century. 
Many hospitals, obstetricians and midwives report an increase in 
births, but others see no effect at all. 
In Grand Forks, N.D., which was slapped by one blizzard after an- 
other last winter, deliveries at United Hospital are up 40 percent 
from a year ago. St. Peter's Medical Center in New Brunswick, N.J., 
which has the state's largest maternity ward, says births are 25 per- 
cent higher. 
Dr. Wendy Martinez, an obstetrician in Vorhees, N.J., had to add a 
second birthing class for expecting parents. 
"Everyone was asking everyone else, 'So what day of the storm did 
you do it on?'" she reported. 
Some hospitals with large maternity units, such as Brigham and 
Women's in Boston and Montefiore in the Bronx, report no storm ef- 
fect. Mothers Work Inc., which has more than 400 maternity clothing 
stores, has seen no surge in sales. 
For all the stories about babies named after the hurricanes during 
which they were conceived, demographers say there has been no sci- 
entific study of the relationship between extreme weather and birth 
rates. And they claim that "variables" - say, managed care's impact 
on hospital populations, or seasonal fluctuations in sperm count - 
would complicate any such effort. 
In the Washington area, for instance, any assessment of this year's 
blizzard-baby connection is muddied by the partial government shut- 
down that started In mid-December and lasted three weeks. 
If the blizzard has not produced an across-the-board population 
boom, it has produced some rather embarrassing confessions. 
Tara Hayden Brown, an expectant mother, told the Buffalo News 
she thought that she and her husband conceived on Jan. 16. "The 
snow was so high, Steve even couldn't get across the street to the 
drugstore," she blurted. 
S^P* PARTY AT PERRY *-»* 
Party starts at 1:30 ; West Side of Stadium  
Bltfzen 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
SENIOR PICTURES END THURSDAY 
CALL 1-800-969-1338 TO SCHEDULE 
YOUR SITTING - Photos Well Be Taken In The 
KEY YEARBOOK OFFICE: 
28 West Hall From 10am - 9pm. 
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Test for mad cow developed 
Scientists provide new way of slowing spread of disease 
Daniel 0. Haney 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON - Scientists have de- 
veloped the first simple test for 
mad cow disease and its human 
equivalent, providing a possible 
new way of slowing the spread of 
this Insidious killer. 
Until now, the only way to di- 
agnose these incurable, mind- 
robbing illnesses with certainty 
was to look at a sample of brain 
tissue, something doctors are 
understandably reluctant to do 
before the death of the victim. 
The   inexpensive   new   test 
great 
scores... 
great 
skills... 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test prep studies and 
your confidence, to you can 
get a higher score. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
s«t. higher score 
KAPLAN 
should allow veterinarians to di- 
agnose the illness in live cattle, 
sparing the needless slaughter of 
animals that look sick but are ac- 
tually healthy. 
And it should enable doctors to 
distinguish patients with the ex- 
ceedingly rare human variety of 
the illness - Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease - from those with much 
more common Alzheimer's, 
which has some of the same 
symptoms. 
"The single most difficult di- 
agnosis is assuring yourself 
whether the patient has Alz- 
heimer's disease or Creutzfeldt- 
Jakob disease," said one of the 
developers of the test, Dr. Clar- 
ence J. Gibbs Jr. of the National 
Institutes of Health. "If the 
patient has Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease, you have to advise the 
family that the patient will die 
within a year. If it's Alzheimer's, 
you tell them it will be a long, 
drawn-out affair." 
The new test doesn't offer any 
way to treat the disease. 
Practically any medical lab 
could offer the test now, using 
currently available equipment. 
The test was created by re- 
searchers from NIH and the Cal- 
ifornia Institute of Technology. A 
report on the discovery was pub- 
lished In Thursday's issue of the 
New England Journal of Med- 
icine. 
The human and cattle varieties 
of the disease emerged from 
obscurity earlier this year in 
Britain. An outbreak of bovine 
spongiform encephalopathy - 
i dubbed mad cow disease - led 
to a European ban on British beef 
imports and the slaughter of 
nearly 200,000 cows. 
Even more worrisome were 
suspicions, still unproven, that 
beef eaters could catch the cow 
disease. Some experts think that 
bad beef might be responsible 
for a recent cluster of Creutz- 
feldt-Jakob disease in 12 unusua- 
lly young British victims. 
Unlike Alzheimer's disease and 
similar illnesses, Creutzfeldt- 
Jakob can be spread through 
transplants of corneas and brain 
tissue. Dr. Michael G. Harring- 
ton of Cal Tech, another de- 
veloper, said checking some or- 
gan donors with the new test 
could help reduce the risk of this 
sort of spread. 
The test requires a spinal tap, a 
generally safe but unpleasant 
procedure. The samples of spinal 
fluid are then checked for a tell- 
tale protein. Even simpler ver- 
sions, including ones that could 
be done on a farm or In a doctor's 
office, are in the works. 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 
strikes about one in 1 million 
people annually in the United 
States. Alzheimer's afflicts 30 
percent of Americans by age 85. 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease may 
lie dormant for years. But once 
symptoms appear, it quickly des- 
troys the brain. Victims become 
demented and lose their coordi- 
nation, sight and ability to speak. 
In their study, the researchers 
tested spinal fluid from 71 people 
with Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 
and 94 with other forms of de- 
mentia. It was about 95 percent 
accurate in telling them apart. 
In an editorial in the journal, 
Dr. John Collinge of the Imperial 
College School of Medicine in 
London called the test "a wel- 
come step forward." 
The developers acknowledged 
drawbacks. The test reveals the 
disease only about the time 
symptoms start to appear, but 
apparently not during the long 
dormant stage. And it can pro- 
duce erroneously positive results 
in people who have recently suf- 
fered strokes or who have ence- 
phalitis caused by the herpes 
simplex virus. 
Dutch plane goes down 
Engine trouble cited as cause for vintage craft crash 
The Associated Press 
DEN HELDER, Netherlands - 
A vintage plane carrying aviation 
enthusiasts crashed Wednesday 
off the Dutch coast shortly after 
its pilot reported engine trouble. 
All 32 people aboard were killed. 
*ftU ©1©§^ 
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•Learn how to mix drinks 
*Tips on how to be a good bartender 
October 7 & 9 (a BA 104 
6-7:30 p.m.  or  8-9:30 p.m. 
October 14 (a Junction Bar & Grill 
7:30-9 p.m. 
Sign-ups begin Sept. 23 
330 Union 
Contact UAO @ 2-7164 for more info 
A small flotilla of navy and 
Ashing boats headed for the 
wreckage of the 55-year-old DC-3 
Dakota from this fishing town 
soon after the 4:45 p.m. crash. 
But would-be rescuers were 
hampered by mist, fast-fading 
light and the tangled wreckage of 
the plane. 
The lone survivor of the crash 
was flown to a hospital, but later 
died. 
The plane, which had been 
bound for Amsterdam on a plea- 
sure flight, went down in the 
Wadden Sea about 35 miles north 
of the Dutch capital, coast guard 
spokesman Peter Paap said. It 
was carrying six crew and 26 
passengers - among them mem- 
bers of the Dutch Dakota Asso- 
ciation that owned the plane. 
The twin-engine prop plane 
was the only Dakota still flying in 
the Netherlands. It was used for 
pleasure flights and displayed at 
air shows. 
Television footage showed the 
Dakota's tail jutting out of the 
water and the mangled remains 
of the rest of the plane just under 
the surface of the shallow sea. A 
mass of boats surrounded the 
wreck and helicopters hovered 
overhead. 
The plane's pilot reported en- 
gine trouble shortly after taking 
off from the North Sea island of 
Texel on the 40-mile flight to 
Amsterdam, and was planning an 
emergency landing at this town's 
small airport, Dutch Navy 
spokesman Lt. Col. Jaap van der 
Waal said. 
Anne Greoeneveld, head of the 
Dutch Dakota Association, said 
the plane "was in perfect techni- 
cal condition. It was recently 
checked by the Dutch Aviation 
Association. 
"It doesn't fly many miles each 
year and lt undergoes regular 
preventative maintenance. There 
is absolutely no reason to suspect 
technical malfunction." 
The Identities of the victims 
were not made public. 
Two months ago, a C-13 Her- 
cules transport plane crashed in 
the southern Dutch city of Eind- 
hoven, killing 34 passengers and 
crew. 
TONIGHT 
AT 
At 
Sj^i.%      The 
^TmMm Bowl-N-Greenery 
Thursday nights at 
The Bowl-N-Greenery 
feast on all-you-can-eat pasta! 
Your meal includes soup and salad bar, 
potato bar, and unlimited beverage! $5.20 
Hours: 4:30 - 7:00pm 
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TONIGHT AT 
(Ihe (Pheasant %gom 
BBQ 
CHICKEN 
&RIBS 
Dinner includes BBQ Chicken & 
Ribs, potato, tossed salad and 
garlic bread $8.95 
Other sandwiches & dinners 
always available 
Hours: 4:30-7:00pm 
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The AiMctatcd Preii 
Yeltsin awaits 
heart surgery 
Sergei Shargorodsky 
The Associated Press 
MOSCOW - Doctors put off 
Boris Yeltsin's bypass surgery 
for six to 10 weeks to let his dam- 
aged heart heal and said 
Wednesday he will then need two 
months to recuperate, meaning 
Russia will likely be governed 
from a sickbed into the new year. 
Yeltsin has been out of the pub- 
lic eye for two months. Doctors 
said he must stay in a hospital or 
health resort until he undergoes 
triple or quadruple bypass sur- 
gery, although he can do paper- 
work and see visitors. 
"He's mentally as alert as he 
can be," said American specialist 
Michael DeBakey, who consulted 
with Yeltsin's Russian doctors 
for three hours Wednesday and 
will return for the operation. 
"There is no reason why he 
cannot function in his capacity as 
president," while awaiting sur- 
gery, DeBakey said at a news 
conference. 
However, new details of Yelt- 
sin's ill health, including recent 
internal bleeding, and the length 
of his expected recovery are cer- 
tain to bring on more demands 
for his resignation by the Com- 
munist-led opposition. 
Hard-liners have already 
called on Yeltsin - who was re- 
elected to a second five-year 
term in July -- to step down. 
"If there's a feeling that the 
presidential staff is ruling in- 
stead of him, the question might 
be raised" in parliament, said 
Communist Gennady Seleznyov, 
speaker of the Duma, the lower 
house. 
Yeltsin's illness was also caus- 
ing anxiety in Washington about 
the future of Russia's reform 
process and its ability to carry 
out a peaceful succession if Yelt- 
sin dies. 
"Democracy in Russia is doing 
fairly well, but it is hardly an ab- 
solute certainty that it will take 
deep root," Assistant Secretary 
of State Thomas McNamara said. 
Dr. Renat Akchurin, head of 
Yeltsin's surgical team, said doc- 
tors told Yeltsin the bypass oper- 
ation had an 80 percent chance of 
success if it was done now, but an 
almost 100 percent chance if he 
waited. 
The president, who had been 
eager to get the surgery over 
with, "reacted courageously and 
calmly," Akchurin said. 
Yeltsin, 65, originally said he 
expected to undergo heart sur- 
gery by the end of September. 
The six- to 10-week delay makes 
the date early November or even 
December. Two months to re- 
cover means he wouldn't be back 
in his Kremlin offices until early 
1997. 
Doctors confirmed Wednesday 
that Yeltsin suffered another 
heart attack in June after cam- 
paigning furiously for re- 
election. The president and his 
aides covered up the heart attack 
until recently. 
DeBakey said Yeltsin's heart 
was damaged, but that the 
muscle showed "considerable, 
significant Improvement" over 
the past month. 
Dr. Andrei Vorobyov, who pre- 
sided at Wednesday's meeting, 
also described a recent series of 
episodes, each lasting for several 
minutes, that left scar tissue on 
the president's heart. 
Vorobyov said there had been 
unspecified "complications" in- 
volving the president's lungs, 
liver and kidneys this summer, 
but the organs were now in good 
shape. 
Yeltsin also lost blood during 
the past month because of in- 
ternal bleeding, apparently from 
his intestines, after taking as- 
pirin following the heart attack, • 
DeBakey said. 
"The operation is needed and it 
should provide excellent re- 
sults," said DeBakey. "There is 
no reason why the president 
should not be restored to full 
normal activity." 
A brief film clip released by 
the Kremlin showed a smiling 
Yeltsin greeting the 88-year-old 
DeBakey inside the hospital 
Wednesday. 
"Welcome, Mr. Patriarch of 
world surgery. I'm very pleased 
to meet you, to get to know you 
and to use your services while 
you're here," Yeltsin told him. 
tf 
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Fishing 
a frenzy 
in Ohio 
This is the final Fish Ohio for 
1996 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Here is 
the weekly fishing report pro- 
vided by the Division of Wildlife 
of the Ohio Department of Natu- 
ral Resources: 
CENTRAL OHIO 
DELAWARE LAKE - Use min- 
nows beneath bobbers fished 
deep in areas with submerged 
stumps to take crappies. The 
submerged creek channel may 
be a good place to try fishing for 
largemouth bass. Night fishing 
with cut baits or soft craws re- 
mains productive when seeking 
channel catfish. Check the flats 
area south of Cap Cole Bay for 
saugeyes. 
GRIGGS RESERVOIR -- Night 
fishing continues to be produc- 
tive through the fall along the 
east shoreline for channel catfish 
anglers. Use surface lures and 
plastic worms in the upper end of 
the lake north of the island to 
take largemouth bass. Saugeye 
fishing is good in the tailwater 
after storm events, especially 
during the winter. 
CLEAR FORK RESERVOIR - 
Fall muskie fishing provides 
good opportunities to take big 
gamefish before cold weather 
sets in during late fall. Cast large 
imitation baits and surface plugs 
into the shallow weedy areas in 
the eastern half of the lake, or 
troll at depths of 6 to 9 feet for 
best results, Bass, bluegills and 
catfish provide fair fishing ac- 
tion. 
FERGUSON RESERVOIR - 
t Use weight-forward spinners 
tipped with night crawlers or try 
balloon fishing when seeking 
walleyes. A fair to good popula- 
tion of yellow perch measuring 7 
to 12 inches is present. Try the 
shoreline areas during morning 
and early afternoon when seek- 
ing smallmouth bass. 
NORTHEAST OHIO 
ATWOOD LAKE - This scenic 
area provides an excellent back- 
ground setting in fall for anglers 
seeking largemouth bass or 
crappies. Bass sizes range from 
12 to 23 inches. Use live baits, 
small spinners or 6-inch plastic 
worms for best results. Saugeye 
fishing opportunities are excel- 
lent for this fall and winter with 
See FISH!, page eight. 
Multi-talented Bryce finds his niche 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
From tailback to free safety to 
wide receiver to special teams, 
finding a spot for Morty Bryce on 
the Bowling Green football team 
has become an adventure. 
Widely regarded as one of the 
most talented Individuals on the 
team, the sophomore from Bow- 
manville, Ontario has bounced 
back and forth over his two-plus 
seasons in the program, thanks to 
such talented players as Keylan 
Cates and Damron Hamilton 
playing in positions in front of 
him. 
Bryce may have found his 
niche, however, after Saturday's 
win over Miami. He blocked a 
punt that led to the Falcons' first 
touchdown in a key 14-10 victory 
and also played as a top reserve 
in the defensive backfield. 
"I'm here to help the team in 
whatever way I can," Bryce ex- 
plained this week as the Falcons 
prepare for Saturday's game 
against Central Michigan. 
A tailback at Crest wood Sec- 
ondary in Bowmanville, Bryce 
came to BG and was switched to 
a FOOTBALL 
free safety in 1995 after a year as 
the scout team tailback. 
He switched back to wide 
receiver this past spring, but 
with the glutton of wide 
receivers in the program - Ha- 
milton, Jacque Rogers, Terry 
Loville and Eric Starks are in 
front of him on the depth chart - 
Bryce wasn't going to see much 
action. 
Back to free safety he went, 
where he has seen action in every 
game this year in nickel and dime 
situations. 
"He's a guy that we need to get 
on the field more and more and 
more," head coach Gary Black- 
ney said. "I think that you can 
understand my explanation of 
that the more you see Morty and 
what he is able to do and how he 
is able to change the game. 
"He is a gifted athlete, and he 
Is the fifth wide receiver right 
now. So we need to get him more 
Involved in the other areas of the 
game. We're going to try and in- 
crease his role." 
Bryce made a name for himself 
against the Redskins Saturday, 
turning in a heads-up play with 
the block even while Bowling 
Green had a return called on the 
play. 
"It was a thing that I had done 
in practice earlier in the week 
and it had worked then," Bryce 
said of the block. "I thought it 
might work against [Miami], I 
tried it at the last second, and it 
worked. It was a big play." 
It's exactly those kind of plays 
that has endeared Bryce to the 
Falcon coaching staff - and 
earned himself more playing 
time wherever they can find it 
for him. 
He makes no mistake of where 
he would like to play, but would 
welcome playing time just about 
anywhere. 
"Preferably, I'd like to play 
offense," Bryce said. "That's 
where I've played all my life. 
Sometime in my career, I would 
like to see the end zone. 
"But I really couldn't be hap- 
pier right now," he continued. 
"The whole experience at Bowl- 
ing Green has just been great. I 
like to make contributions, and 
Morty Bryce                       1 
Sophomore • #25 
5-11, 195 lbs. f — 
Bowmanville, Ontario 
Crestwood Secondary 
Business '?» J Quoting Morty: 
^^^m 
"1 like lo make contributions, and 
whatever position I play I'm going J 
to strive to make those big plays ^A 
that we need to win." 
m km 
whatever position I play I'm go- 
ing to strive to make those big 
plays that we need to win." 
Bryce's family has an athletic 
background, with his father 
having been an Olympic cyclist. 
Bryce himself was a member of 
the Canadian National Cycling 
Team before deciding to give 
American collegiate football a 
chance. 
His contributions to the team 
have spun memories of 1995 
graduate Charlie Williams, cur- 
rently with the Dallas Cowboys, 
who was a spot player on offense, 
defense and special teams while 
at Bowling Green. 
Blackney compared Williams 
and Bryce earlier this season, but 
Bryce dismisses such talk - for 
now. 
Volleyball team bumps north for weekend set 
VOLLEYBALL 
NOTEBOOK 
William 
Sanderson 
BGNews 
Sports Writer 
The Falcons are prepared to spike It home lo Michigan this weekend. Shannon WsrkmaiVThr BG News 
This weekend the Bowling 
Green volleyball team will travel 
to north for a pair of matches 
against Michigan foes. Friday, 
the Falcons drop in on Central 
Michigan and Saturday they visit 
Eastern Michigan. 
BG head coach Denise Van De 
Walle is looking forward to this 
weekend's trip. 
"I'm expecting good competi- 
tion," Van De Walle said. "We're 
back on the road. We are like 
road warriors, what, with the 
three weekend tournaments we'- 
ve competed in." 
Friday's match against Central 
Michigan will likely be the 
tougher of the two. The Chippe- 
was have an 8-3 record overall 
and won their only MAC match 
last weekend against Eastern 
Michigan. 
Saturday will be a battle of the 
birds in Ypsilanti, when the Ea- 
gles of Eastern Michigan host the 
Falcons. EMU is 6-5 overall, and 
lost to Central Michigan. Bowling 
Green has taken the last 10 con- 
secutive matches from the Ea- 
gles. 
Last Week 
During this road trip, Bowling 
Green will try to forget what 
happened last week. The Falcons 
lost every game played, losing a 
pair of three-game sweeps to Ak- 
ron and Kent. 
"I don't know what kind of ef- 
fect a double loss like this may 
have on this team," Van De Walle 
said. "My goal, right now, is to 
continue working with the team's 
technical capabilities, so they 
can have more success in their 
skills and become more confi- 
dent." 
The match against Akron was 
closely contested, despite the 
three game sweep. None of the 
three games were a blow out, 
with scores of 15-12,15-12, 15-11. 
It was a close affair that could 
have gone either way. However, 
only one of the three games 
against Kent was as close at 15-4, 
15-12,15-4. 
Wilkins impresses 
Five foot nine inch junior 
middle hitter Keisha Wilkins was 
the one of the Falcons' few bright 
spots last week. Wilkins had not 
started a match since Aug. 31, 
but performed well in the loss to 
Kent. 
Wilkins swatted eight kills for 
a .333 average, and had eight 
digs. She also had four block as- 
sists. Previous to Saturday, Wil- 
kins only had 29 kills and 37 digs 
in eight matches. Van De Walle 
plans to keep the same lineup 
used in the Kent match for this 
weekend's matches. Either way, 
Wilkins should see much more 
playing time. 
Hilton has off week 
Senior middle hitter Lori Hil- 
ton has, for most of the season, 
been a pillar of strength for the 
Falcons. In 10 out of the Falcons' 
15 matches thus far, Hilton has 
See Volleyball, page Eight. 
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SVGA 
MONITOR 
INCLUDED 4& 
8x CD-ROM 
16 MB RAM 
I'133 Processor 
16-bit Sound Card 
1.2 OB Hard Drive 
CD-Software Package 
28.8 Modem with Voice 
Plus Much More  
AA'A'AA'AAA'A^ 
GA1N VALUABLE MEET COOL PEOPLE!" 
EXPERlEN 
I VO DIRECTOR POSITIONS 
\VAII AIH l< NOW!!! 
CULTURAL AWARENESS DIRECTOR 
TRAVEL DIRECTOR 
Applications available in the Office of Student Activities 330 
University Union. 
Applications due: 
Thursday September 26th by 5pm. 
•Interviews will be on Friday September 27th. 372-7164 
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SEPTEMBER 
SPIRIT DAY 
FRIDAY 
SEPTEMBER 27 
OUTSIDE THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
TAKE A SPIRIT BREAK 
9:30-11:00 A.M. 
FREE COFFEE, CIDER & DONUTS 
AND SHOP THE 
BOOKSTORE SIDEWALK SALE 
WEAR YOUR ORANCE! 
PRIZES FOR THE BEST SHOW OF 
SPIRIT! 
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Cross country will try to run away with victory 
Steve   Price   sounds    like   a   ^^^^^■■■■IMBHIHM   f ~ _ to run as a team so they will be    I -^Mt 
broken record. But if you are a 
BGSU women's cross country 
runner, that broken record is 
sweet music, and you'll listen 
anytime. 
As BGSU's distance elite head 
into Saturday's 11-team Miami 
University Cross Country Fall 
Classic, the BGSU women's cross 
country coach succinctly states, 
"We want to win. Our goal is al- 
ways to win." 
Never mind that Michigan, a 
team ranked sixth in the pre- 
season NCAA poll, will be there 
with the same intentions. Miami 
of Ohio, who is coming off a vic- 
tory In a big meet in Kenosha, 
Wis., will be there too. 
Price doesn't mean to be a bad 
guest, but he wants his team to 
make Miami's meet their own. 
"It's going to be a hell of a 
meet," he said. 
His excitement exudes with 
every comment, and with good 
reason. His women are coming 
off an impressive performance 
at the Mel Brodt Invitational. At 
that meet, he saw vast improve- 
ment in a team that had been 
beaten badly a week before by 
Ohio University. 
"We did a lot of soul searching 
over the week," Price said. 
Not only that, but a shift was 
made in practice focus. Price de- 
cided to gear the training more 
toward mental preparation, 
which paid off handsomely. 
"It certainly bore fruit because of their 
outstanding 
performance. They 
really came alive." 
Steve Price 
women's cross country coach 
"It certainly bore fruit because 
of their outstanding perform- 
ance," Price said. "They really 
came alive." 
Did they ever. Jess LaFene, 
Laura Hall, Renee Strayer, Su- 
zanne Isco, and Nikki Monroe 
came alive to the tune of IS 
points - perfection in cross coun- 
try. 
But while he was very satis- 
fied, Price didn't see perfection. 
The time spread between the 
first and fifth runner was slashed 
nearly in half to 26 seconds at the 
Invite, but Price wants to see it 
dip below 25. He also wants his 
sixth and seventh runners (Missy 
Lyne and Shannon Baird at the 
Invite) to draw closer to the lead 
pack. 
Though the course will be 
tougher at Miami, the competi- 
tion will also be better. Michigan 
is incredibly deep. Price pointed 
out that Michigan has seen three 
CROSS COUNTRY 
NOTEBOOK 
Jason McMahon 
BG News 
Sports Writer 
of their top runners go down with 
stress fractures and it hasn't 
dented them. 
Miami's team, led by Melissa 
Mayers, will be in the hunt, and 
the BGSU runners will also get 
another shot against Toledo's 
Lois Albers, who beat them all in 
the Ohio meet. 
Men also seek improvement 
Sid Sink may not be looking for 
his men to win the meet, but the 
he is not a man without goals. 
"Basically, what we're looking 
for is continued improvement 
like we had this past weekend," 
Sink said. 
The men bounced back nicely 
from the Ohio debacle to finish 
second at the Invite, behind Cin- 
cinnati. Sink was pleased at how 
his lead runners stuck together 
for a couple miles, though he 
wants to see the pack run 
together and run hard for a little 
longer. 
Noting that this meet is the last 
before a string of very large, im- 
portant competitions. Sink says 
his charges have to keep learning 
able to do it when it really counts. 
"Now we really got to do it," Sink 
said. 
The first meet on the road for 
BGSU will also be the first over- 
night trip, one of three in the 
year. Sink is looking forward to 
the rewards that can come from 
the team spending more time 
together. 
"It's a chance for the team to 
come together more," he said, 
asserting that a close-knit cross 
country team has a much better 
chance at being a successful 
cross country team. 
Gotta have heart 
You may not see them breaking 
the tape at any meet, and you 
probably won't see their names 
in the headlines. But they will be 
there to share in any success or 
disappointment that comes the 
Falcons' way. 
Seniors Mark Scheidler and 
Jim Zurbuch are both writing the 
final chapter in their BGSU CC 
career. They aren't in the lead 
pack accounting for the score, 
but they are contributing. 
While they may not be the most 
vocal leaders, Scheidler and Zur- 
buch use their work ethic as a 
means of leadership. 
"They're both super, hard 
workers," Sink said with pride. 
"I've enjoyed having them on the 
team ever since we began." 
Kelly Dktrlcli/Tlic BG Newf 
Nlkkl Monroe and Suzanne Isco run side by side at last week's Mel 
Brodt Invitational. They finished fifth and fourth, respectively. 
Howard's ciubH ~1 Reds' rates to rise 
.Thursday, Sept* 96 
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Continued from page Seven. 
Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Hamilton 
County is taking control of park- 
ing at Cinergy Field and adjoin- 
ing lots but will turn over the 
operations to a private company 
that plans to raise the fee for 
Cincinnati Reds and Bengals 
games. 
9      o~ He* & Tanning Salons 
20 TANNING VISITS FOR $25 
832 S. Main 
332-9763 
Central Parking System won 
the bidding for the parking con- 
tract and plans to raise rates in 
January to $6 in the garage or $5 
In a surface lot, from the current 
$5 and $3.50. The transfer will be 
completed this week. 
Central Parking System man- 
ages other Cincinnati lots as well 
as stadium parking at Camden 
Yards in Baltimore, Coors Field FISH 
in Denver and Olympic Stadium 
In Atlanta, county Commissioner 
Bob Bedinghaus said. 
led the club in kills. She has piled 
up 210 kills on 484 attempts for a 
solid .275 average. 
This weekend was another sto- 
ry, however. Hilton could man- 
age only 10 kills against Akron, 
and only four in the loss to Kent. 
Altough she started nearly every 
game, she was often substituted 
for in the middle. 
Despite her other troubles, Hil- 
ton continues to excel in the 
blocking phase of her game. She 
had six block assists this week- 
end. Hilton recently moved past 
Carlyn Esslinger and into fifth 
place on the team's career block 
list. As of the moment, her total 
stands at 375. Nicky Mudrak's 
fourth place is only 17 blocks 
away at 392 blocks. 
Continued from page seven. 
Assorted Varieties 
Pepsi-Cola    ™£ 
Products     QQ*T* 
Regular or Diet *9m3r 
. *.<» 
Spartan Orange 
99 £   ,uice 64 fl. oz. ctn. 
SPARTAN BRAND SALE 
Spartan 
Macaroni & Cheese 
Dinner      4/^g 
7.25 oz. wt. 
Spartan Split 
Chicken Breast 
pound 
<&-g-|A   Fresh, Grade 
*M_ "A" with Rib 
Spartan 
Shredded Cheese 
H|2!)  Creamy. 
Crunehy, or 
Reduced Fat 
Colby. Monterey Jack, Taco, 
Cheddar, Mozzarella, Co-Jack, Hot 
Pepper Jack, or Sharp Cheddar 
8 oz. wt. 
As seen 
On TV 
Assorted Varieties 
Spartan Noodles 
*#3        12-16 oz.wt. 
Spartan Fabric Softener or 
Liquid Laundry Detergent 
64fl.oz. */#3 
Spartan 
Micro 
Popcorn 
Regular or Light 
Natural or Butter 
10.5 0Z. Wt. 
891 
Spartan 
Paper 
Plates 
White - 9 Inch 
150 ct. pkg. 
Spartan 
Paper Towels 
or Napkins 
1 roll or f* _, 
120 ct. «5For 
pkg. 
'** 
Spartan 
18
 Peanut 
oz. 
wt   Butter 
Water or Oil 
Spnrtuil 
Chunk Light 
6 oz. 
wt. 
Tunu 
2/£l 
Spartan 
Pasta 
Regular or 
Thin 890 
Spaghetti 
or Elbow 
wt Macaroni 
32 OZ. 
Squeeze 
Spartan Catsup 
28 oz.wt.        79 £ 
Keebler Fudge Shoppe 
Cookies •l/«i"— 
8.5-12.5 02.W1.     **'V*9 
Spartan 
Oranee Juice 
1211  OZ     C7- 
750 
Fruit Punch. Grape, 
Apple. Grapefruit, or 
Calcium. Country Style 
or Regular 
Spartan American 
Cheese Singles 
3/05 Regular, Extra Thick, or Swiss 
Individually 
Wrapped Slices 
Ground Beef 
SALE! 
pound 
20 
Ground 
Round, 
Ground Chuck, 
/o or Ground 
OFF   Hamburger 
Coca-Cola Products 
12 Packs 
Assorted Varieties 
Regular or Diet   12 oz. cans 
$f&i>9 
Spartan Margarine 
*»/*£-*        16 oz.wt. 
0/£>J Quarters 
or Solids 
7-Up Products 
6 Packs 12 oz. cans 
Assorted Varieties QO W 
Regular or Diet   «^«^~ 
Ruffles Potato 
3/£C   ChiPs 
^*W    14 oz. bag 
10-16 ct., 12 oz.wt. 
Spartan Skillet Dinners 
7-8 02. Wt. Lasagna. Beet 
H /^TC |_^   Stroganotf. Cheeseburg 
9/ H/m    Macaroni. Beet Noodle. 
Spartan Apple 
^"J od Juice or 
Applesauce 
50 OZ.   * * Regular or Natural 
Churcnills 
The contract will net the 
county a guaranteed $3. IS mil- 
lion a year, or $610,000 more dur- 
ing the three-year agreement 
than when the city of Cincinnati 
operated the garage and the lots, 
officials said. 
Hamilton County owns the 
former Riverfront Stadium, but 
the city has operated it since its 
1970 opening. The city had been 
planning to raise parking rates 
independent of the county 
takeover of stadium operations. 
sizes ranging from 14 to 28 in- 
ches. 
BERLIN RESERVOIR - There 
remains a good 1991 year class of 
walleyes with numerous fish ex- 
ceeding 15 inches. Use weight- 
forward spinners tipped with 
night crawlers or minnows fi- 
shed along the bottom for best 
results. 
SOUTHEAST OHIO 
BURR OAK LAKE - The lake 
continues to sustain an excellent 
channel catfish fishery. Using 
traditional baits such as chicken 
livers, other cut baits, and night 
BE AT BARRY'S SEPT. 26th FOR: 
DINNER WITH THE Twistdf f S ! 
•TUNE INTO WFAL "THE SHOW" 
THURSDAY AT 7:00 PM FOR DETAILS* 
Close to Campus 
522 E. Wooster 0*4y~f*ft*- 
crawlers fished along the bottom 
works best. Fall bass fishing is 
popular. Fish in areas with sub- 
merged points and structure for 
best results. Saugeye fishing in 
fall and winter should be good. 
DILLON RESERVOIR - Cat- 
fish, saugeye, largemouth bass 
and bluegills provide a variety of 
good fall fishing opportunities. 
Saugeyes have been stocked an- 
nually since 1989. Much of the 
fishing occurs in the tailwater 
October through March. Fish at 
night for channel catfish. 
SOUTHWEST OHIO 
CJ BROWN RESERVOIR -- 
Walleyes measure up to 25 in- 
ches and seem to be fairly abun- 
dant in the vicinity of the dam. 
The tailwaters below the dam 
provide good winter fishing after 
high water flows. Fish the shore- 
line riprap areas and in the bays 
for largemouth bass during the 
fall. The marina area remains the 
top spot for channel catfish ang- 
lers. 
IT MAKES GOOD CENTS 
TO DONATE PLASMA 
PLASMA IS NEEDED 
IMMEDIATELY! 
SERA ■ TEC BIOLOGICALS 
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE. 
TOLEDO, OHIO  43624 
255-6772 
Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Program 
For Fraternities & Sororities! 
''■%?' '''■: y///y/////A//y///'WS^^^ 
Monthly Fee Scale 
Receive an average of 
$140.00 In CASH 
per month! 
Donate twice a week and 
receive $15.00 on your 
first donation and $20.00 
on your second donation. 
Make Your Donation Today! 
'</, .//.■, - /„/////,////,//////,//////, 
o« Cheesy Tuna I 
Prices effective Sept. 23-29, 1996. Quantity Rights Reserved 
Always a great selection off wines S. 
col«l imported beers 
I 
SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY 
PtEMEHBPt Donating plasma is completely sterile and safe. 
NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION 
s 
Thursday, September 26, 19% The IH.News page nine 
Spartans take a beating 
Mike Grim 
For The BC News 
Like a cat playing with a 
mouse, the Bowling Green rugby 
team spent 20 minutes toying 
with a confused Michigan State 
squad. When the Falcons got 
down to business, they reeled off 
18 tries to take both ends of a 
double header, 40-O and 54-0. 
For the Falcons, the victories 
are part of an ongoing hex they 
have bestowed on the Spartans. 
Michigan State has been unable 
to defeat Bowling Green in 23 at- 
tempts, dating back to 1970. 
"The Big Ten schools like to 
think their reputations as foot- 
ball powers will carry over Into 
rugby," said Bowling Green 
coach Roger Mazzarella. "Actua- 
lly It's been kid of fun teaching 
them the error of false pride." 
The Spartans took the field as a 
determined, disciplined team 
looking to break a quarter- 
century long losing streak to the 
Falcons. They left the field a 
squabbling rabble that was either 
unwilling or unable to tackle any- 
thing in brown and orange. 
The Falcons' Jeff McVey set a 
record for tries by a forward In a 
single game when he rumbled 
over and through the Spartans' 
defense Into the endzone four 
times. 
"It takes a brave man to stick 
his face in front of Jeff when he 
tucks that ball under his arm," 
Mazzarella said. "A couple of the 
State players tried, but most of 
them thought better of the Idea 
and backed off." 
For the third straight week, the 
Falcons faced a team that was 
obsessed with stopping Bowling 
Green's swift outside backs. For 
the third straight week, the Fal- 
cons taught another opponent 
that BG is hardly a one dimen- 
sional team. 
In addition to McVey's four 
scores, all of the rest of the Fal- 
cons' scoring went right up the 
depleted MSU mldfield defense 
as well. Centers Beau Yoshlda 
and Tony Tyson, along with 
scrum half Dan KeUey and flan- 
ker Gary Flke, punched over 
short yardage tries. BG won go- 
ing away 40-0. 
Happy with the win, Mazzare- 
lla nonetheless expressed con- 
cern with Bowling Green's fail- 
Miami to change 
offensive nickname 
Associated Press 
OXFORD, Ohio - The board 
of trustees at Miami Universi- 
ty voted Wednesday to drop 
the Redskins nickname the 
school's sports teams have 
used for 68 years. 
The vote was 7-1, with one 
member abstaining. 
Critics say the name. In use 
at Miami since 1928, Is disre- 
spectful, and some students 
and administrators have tried 
for years to eliminate the 
name. 
Others have contended that 
the nickname honors the her- 
itage of the American Indians 
who once lived in the region. 
They said tradition was being 
overlooked for the sake of po- 
litical correctness. 
The Miami Tribe lived in 
southwest Ohio until the early 
19th century. But by 1830, 
most of Ohio's American In- 
dians had been killed or sent 
to reservations. 
The remaining 1,600 mem- 
bers of the Miami Tribe are 
scattered throughout the 
United States, but are based in 
Oklahoma. The tribe support- 
ed the use of the Redskins 
name In a 1972 resolution and 
again In 1988 and 1991. uni- 
versity spokesman Rich Little 
said. 
However, In April, the 
Miami University Senate rec- 
ommended that the name be 
dropped, and in July the 
Miami Tribe asked the univer- 
sity to stop using Redskins and 
other Indian-related team 
names by the end of the 
1996-97 academic year. 
The board directed the uni- 
versity's administration to 
work with the Miami Tribe to 
come up with another nick- 
name. 
In making the motion to 
drop the nickname. Trustee 
Joseph Marcum said he had 
always associated "Redskins" 
with integrity and fighting 
spirit, but said he empathized 
with those who felt otherwise. 
-DINING 
SERVICES DINING SERVICES 
r£H   1996-1997 
iSJI   SCHEDULE OF HOURS 
Commons Dining Center 
Main Dining 
Chily's Express 
Convenience Store 
Down Under 
Snack Bar 
Founders Dining Center 
Keepers Food Court 
Keepers Snack Bar 
Kreischer Dining Center 
Sundial Food Court 
Monday-Friday 
Breakfast   7:30-1 lam 
Lunch lUim 3pm 
Dinner 4:30-6:30pm 
Monday-Friday 
Sam-Midnight 
Saturday-Sunday 
Noon-Midnight 
Sunday-Thursday  . 
6pm-Midnight 
Monday-Friday 
7:30am-7pm 
Saturday-Sunday 
10am-7pm 
Sunday-Thursday 
7pm-Midnighl 
Shadows Snack Bar 
Silver River Cafe 
McDonald Dining Center 
Main Dining 
Monday-Friday 
7:30am-7pm 
Saturday-Sunday 
10am-7pm 
Sunday-Thursday 
7pm-Midnight 
Full Dining (Opens 10/14) 
5-8:30pm 
Coffee House (Opens 9/30) 
8:30-10:30pm 
Garden Terrace Deli 
Towers West 
Restaurant 
GT Express 
Convenience Store 
Monday-Friday 
Breakfast 7:30-1 lam 
Lunch 11 am-2pm 
Dinner 4:30-6:30pm 
Saturday-Sunday 
Breakfast lOam-lpm 
Lunch I 1:10am 3pin 
Dinner 4:30-6:30pm 
Sunday-Thursday 
2pm-11pm 
Monday-Friday 
4:30-6:30pm 
Monday-Friday 
10am-Midnight 
Saturday-Sunday 
Noon-Midnight 
ure to convert 16 of BG's 18 tries. 
"We didn't need the points this 
week, but that Is bound to change 
as the season wears on. Paul 
Tod's retirement caught us by 
surprise, and it's going to take a 
while for his replacement to 
match Paul's accuracy," Maz- 
zarella said. 
The second match was a replay 
of the first - fifteen green clad 
defenders watched as Brown and 
Orange ball carriers waltzed vir- 
tually untouched Into the end- 
zone. 
"It takes a certain amount of 
personal courage to play this 
game," said BG's vice captain 
Dan Hayes. "There was pres- 
cious little of that on the Michi- 
gan State team Saturday." 
Joining the scoring parade 
formed by the Falcons in the first 
match and continuing Into the 
second were flankers Vince Ket- 
terer and Chris Ciryak, wing 
Mike Green, and center Jon Po- 
pik. In addition, flanker Sebas- 
tian Blanche contributed three 
tries, center Grant Sharpe two 
more, and fly half Corey Ward 
added another. Lock Mike Grim looks for running room against Michigan State 
lUftrMauanlU 
Leyland coaches last game in Pitt 
Aim Robinson 
Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH - It wasn't Jim 
Leyland's night. He wouldn't let 
It be. 
Leyland managed his last home 
game In Pittsburgh on Wednes- 
day night, and the Pirates wanted 
to throw an elaborate night In his 
honor with gifts, tributes and 
speeches. He wouldn't have It. 
Instead, Leyland went out the 
way he came In as a relatively 
unknown former White Sox third 
base coach in 1986 - with little 
fanfare, managing a last-place 
team In one of baseball's smallest 
markets. 
"I'm going to manage this 
game like I have every other 
game In my life, and that's to win 
It," Leyland said. 
Leyland announced last week 
he would pass up the final four 
years on his contract to manage a 
contending club, almost certainly 
Florida. He Is expected to sign on 
with the Marlins as early as next 
week. 
On his last night at home, there 
were a few special touches and 
some tears for the man with the 
longest tenure of any current 
major league manager or profes- 
sional coach There was a salute 
from President Clinton and Ley- 
land's former boss, Cardinals 
manager Tony La Russa, also 
paid him a glowing tribute. 
But, for the most part, it was 
Just another night at the ballyard 
for Leyland, who managed the 
Pirates to three division cham- 
pionships and three disappoint- 
ing NL playoff defeats in 11 
seasons. 
The only difference was it was 
his last night. 
"I don't want this to be a sad 
night," said Leyland, whose 
847-859 record does not accurate- 
ly reflect his Impact upon the Pi- 
rates or the city. "I've had a 
great time here, and I don't know 
If any manager has a better re- 
lationship with the fans than I 
do." 
To prove that, he spent a half- 
hour signing autographs for fans 
lined up outside the stadium six 
hours before the 7:05 p.m. game. 
The crowd was not especially big 
- about 14,000 - but the Pirates 
rarely draw well for weeknight 
games during the school year, 
even when one of the city's most 
popular sports figures is saying 
goodbye. 
"I'm not leaving Pittsburgh," 
Leyland said. "I'm just going 
away for awhile and get things 
sorted out. This is what's best for 
me. But Pittsburgh will always 
be my home, and this is where I'll 
spend my winters." 
But, even If he tried to hide it, 
It was an emotional day for Ley- 
land. 
HELP WANTED 
■-Jfjipti 
"too 
V   8T«AKftOPSI 
8A&0M. 
line cook 
kitchen prep 
servers 
host/hostesses 
5630 Airport Highway 
Toledo 861-7827 
SAFE SEX 
REALLY PAYS! 
You could win $10,000 in the Second Annual 
"Lifestyles Condoms and Safer Sex11 Video Contest! 
It's ba-ack! Here's your second chance to enter the contest that proves safe sex pays off in more ways than one. 
Here's the deal: Shoot a 20-second video on how you'd sell condoms and safer sex today. You can be serious, off-the-wall, 
or fall-down funny. Just knock our socks off—and you could win the Lifestyles grand prize of $10,000. 
To enter our contest for FREE, just check out the Lifestyles Web site at http://www.lifestyles.com 
or, for $5.95, you can enter by calling 1-800-213-4560. Then if s lights., camera-action! 
LifeStyles iJIcSiyles 
CONDOMS 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
News 1! The City X  All My Children X One Lite to Live X Garwal Hoipital X Ricki Lake NawsX     |ChaarsX News | ABC News Entartam Hard Copy High Incident (In Stereo) Chariots ol the Gods Turning Point | News | 
LHIO anow (in aterooi A 
NightlineW| Hollywood 
Real Life Days ol Our Lives X Another World « Fraah Pt. Cosby Baywalch (In Stereo] I Montel Williams X News NBC News CopaX Real TVS Friends " Single Guy SeinleldX |Suddenly ERX M'A'S'H X Tonight Show (in Stereo) 
Nutrition Instructional Programming Sewing Creatures Bill Nya      |Wishbona Station Barnay Place Business Nawa-Lehrar Wild Am. Blacknay Mystery! "A Mind to Murder" (R) X MotorWcck Charlie Rose (In Stereo) 
*fl Sesame St. Instruction SOcciNel Painting Gourmet Guiltmg MotorWttk Sesama Slnwl (R| X Sandiego Wiahbona Newa-Lehrer Wild An. Creatures Old House Old House Mystery!' A Mind to Murder" (R) X Served Charlie Rose (In Ste-eo) 
Dating Newtywed Paid Prog.  jPadProg Mega Man Girgoyles Etk! Batman BaaUaborj Rangars Quack Simpsons Home Imp. |Mad-You SeinleldX Home Imp Martin « Single New York Undercover 8 News X    jCoach X Star Trek: Next Garter. Roseanne 
Midday 'Paid Prog Northern Eiposure 1 Darkwing Aladdin I Girgoyles Quack ThaMask Sharks Dinosaurs Paid Prog. Day* Data Paid Prog. Court IV Mo»k»:«a "Hands ofa Murderer (1990. Mystery) News Wrestling Money 
s> Griffith 1 Love Lucy GoodT.         San lord Sharks Aladdin JC EH! Batman BaaWatxxg Rangars Step Step Mr. Cooper Simpaona  jUartin X Home Imp. Home Imp. Movie: •»•• The dying Gum" (1992, Drama) riews Fresh Pr.     (Married,. Star Trek 
CAI 
Saturday Night Live X Politically Daily Show ISoapX     [Whose?    1 Movie; **'^ "PorVwlflf"(ia     Comedy) Out*. rarttinHainrnitXI Ullman Dream On   |Politically K" ,T ,'■'."11 1               aaaaaaaaaaaaWI ' 1   1   Mil         M ll'.'i'"l'.ll»l'l''ll.laa1IJ""l?,ra\1|.."!ri|,Tni.irTi:n!|| 
ESPN Sportscenter (Ri Sports Auto Racing NASCAR SuperTruck Series - Hanes 250. (R) NFL Gf eat Running Cycling: BMX UpCloaa Sportscenter Kickotl Collaga Football Duke at Georgia Tech. (Live) X Sportscenter i; Baseball 
HBO Movit:        [Movie:**  Ponfac MocrT (1994) Ted Danson X    |Movie: **'i "fledH«~(l993)'PG'I First Look Movie: «• "TrleMgfll Below'(1988) «• 'The Amung Panda Atktnture" Movie: a* "MMOMB Part IF (1964) Movie: ttt "S*n(Hunler"|l994) 'FT    |First Look Inside the NFL B 'Httcher" 
SC Major League Baseball: Twins at IrWians Motor sports Hour Drag Racing PlanatX Journal MAC Now   |KaM TonMa       |Buckaya IhorTJrad Powerboat Thia Weak in NASCAR Cycle World (R) More and Les Levine Football MAC Now Kent 
SCI R Darkroom Mysteries   [Darkside Swamp      (Secret ID. Batilestar Galactica IncracWaHufe Bionic Woman Si>Mill.cn Dollar Man Twil. Zone Monsters V The Wikfcals" X Sightings    [In Space Fn the 13lh Series Twil. Zone Monsters V(R)X 
US* Wanted       | Top Cope Uve With the People's Court, Love Connection & the Big Date WantarJ      |TopCopa Wings X    |WingaX Renegade (In Stereo) X Highlander: The Series Murder, She Wrote X Movie: ••• TretBtaxr(l9B2) Sylvester Stallone Silk Stalkings (in Stereo) Big Date 
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Ads 
372-6977 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
ALL 80 STUDENTS 
PARTY AT PERRY 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
and BLITZENMIII 
1:30© STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BE THERE!!!! 
All Education Majore 
BGSEA will hava a membership drive Mon. • 
• Thura. trom 9:30 until 3:00 m the Educ Bldg 
Fn Sept. 27th it will be in the unon Foyer 
ATTENTION ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS 
Don't be left out ol tho ! 997 Koy Yearbook 
Call Jennifer at 372-6753 to have your 
Organization photographed lor the yearbook 
B.G.S.E.A. 
BGSEA currently haa the Multicultural Artairs 
director postron available. Interested? Come 
to our October meeting lor elections  Ouea- 
Cona? Call 2-2943  
BGSU CLUB BASEBALL 
IF INTERESTED 
CALL 372-4725 
Come to SL Marks & join our "Circle ol 
Fnands" II you are 18 to 30 we want you' Be at 
the Carter Park Miller Shelter Sun., Sept. 29 at 
4.00pm for a Welcome Back cookout ft a 
chance to meet new Inends. For more mlbrma- 
tion call Jessica at 352-7510  
Evening in Pans 
On Fn.. Sept. 27th, the FRENCH HOUSE will 
be hosting an "Evening in Pans" leaturing fine 
French cuisine. Seating is available trom 
6:30-9 30. To make reservations call 2-2671. 
Only S5 lor an evening in Pans: what a dea" 
TURNING POINTS 
An informal diacussion group 
About eating disorders, weight issues 
ft normal eating 
Beginning Wed Oct. 2 
Meets 3 30 5:00pm 
To register call 372-2061 
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center 
ft Student Health Service 
•ICOUEOE l*T>€u.iA. 
WOULD CLASS SKIINO. 
THE ULTIMATE NIOHT LIFE 
€i...iK.n.m 
Get Involved 
Dance Maralhon 
Committee applications available 
440 Student Services 
Return by October 2nd 
Help BGSU show its values1 
Design a poster to display 
BGSU's live core values. 
$400 prize to the winner. 
Entry forms available in 405 
Student Services or 330 Union 
or call 372-2643 or 372-2343 
Deadline October 4 
LAGA The Lesbian A Gay Alliance wants you! 
Come on out & join us this A every Thursday 
night at 8 30pm in the Oft Campus Student 
Center. Join us tonight lor The Birdcage'* 
Every one is invited. 
PARENTS OF THE YEAR CONTEST 
Reward your parents for their hard work and 
dedication . Applications available Sept 30 in 
the UAO office, 330 Union Prizes will be a- 
warded. For more into, call 2-7164. Sponsored 
by UAO 
PARTY AT PERRY 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
and BLITZENHII! 
1:30 @ STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BETHEREfll 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Anyone graduating in December. May, or Au- 
gust call now to  schedule an appointment 
372-8086 
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
FOR YOUR PARENTS 
SPIRIT DAYHIII 
Friday Sept. 27 
9.30-11.00am 
Outside the University Bookstore 
FREE Coffee, elder, A donuts 
754-8447 
Tired of the same old music? 
Trade-in or buy used CD's 
at the 
Used CD Sale 
Sept 24-26 10:30am - 3:30pm 
Education Steps 
For more info, call 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
LOST& FOUND 
Found aet ol keys 
In Iront of Rodgers Quandrangle. call Jenn 
372-5245. found this weekend 
LOST- Grey Jewelry Case 
on BG campus. 
Large reward - 372-6316 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Are you anxious about apeaking In front of 
others or giving presentations? 
Brief workshops are now being  offered lor 
speaking aniiery through the Psychological 
SocesCe-'er Ca'l 3/2-2540 to sgn-up 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
50 nuns. Free Airsme each month 
Student Rales Avail 
AMERICAN CELLULAR ONE 
419356-2005 
Ask tor Tadek 
Oft Street Parking    110 Crim St. across trom 
Ko-tHaii Pr.ce-educed 354-0110  
Pregnant? 
Free pregnancy tests Confidential and caring 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center 
SKYDIVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN 
Student ft group discounts. Visa ft MC accept- 
ed. 10 mine, from BGSU 
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200 
Talented, responsible atay-at-homa mom look- 
ing for steady work that can be dona at home. 
Skills include proofreading, superior oral and 
written communications, graphic design, and 
typing. Have own BM-compatible PC, laser 
printer, and lax capabdiuea. Will also do as- 
sembly work or mailings. References available. 
Please call Valerie at 419/666-5035 
PERSONALS 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
PARTY AT PERRY 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
and BLITZENIIII 
1:30 ©STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BETHERENI 
ALPHA CHI' KAPPA SIGMA 
The sisters ol Alpha Chi want to 
thank the Kappa Sigs for the cookout 
Thursday. We had a great bmel 
ALPHA CHI' KAPPA SIGMA 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Oranla ft 
acholarahlpa available trom sponsors!!! No 
prepayments, ever!!! fttSCaeh tor col- 
legsHf For Into: 1-600-243-2415. 
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS - Mark your calen- 
dars lor tins years Pubiioty Workshop on 
Wednesday. Oclober 9. 1996 at 7.00pm in tie 
Alumni Room ol the Union Get GREAT infor- 
mation on advertising events on campus from 
the Associate Director ol Public Relations. For 
more information can the Student Life Office at 
372 2843. 
BG Women's Tennis 
Keep up the hard work girls1 Gat psyched to 
kick some bun at Ohio State it'a MAC ATTACK 
Bmel 
-Julia, Cindy, ft Jenny 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
Try our amazing array ol 
Imports and Domestics! 
Over 50 Different Typesl 
Located Across the street 
from the smokestack 
4*0 E. Court St. 
L.I JiH. 
CS/MIS Majors' 
Bring those resumes and 
unofficial transcripts to the 
CO-OP OFFICE NOWI 
Procter ft Gamble. GE Aircraft ft 
Mead Corp. are coming to 
interview in October "I 
Deadlines approaching. 2-2451 lor details 
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI 
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector 
grants and scholarships is now available. Al 
students are eicbie regardless of grades, in- 
come or parent's income. Let ua help Call Stu- 
dent Financial Services: 1-800-6495 
eat F55445 
FREEMMI 
Coffee, Cider ft Donuts!! 
SPIRIT DAY 
Friday Sept. 27 
9 30am- II 00am 
Outside the University Bookstore 
>jfurtk.v 
Stpt. t-Bi-i. 
THE 
RIUERMEN 
appearing at 
631 Main • Genoa • 855 - 8426 
• $5.00 Show 
• Tickets sold exclusively 
thru THE SHED in 
Bowling Green and Toledo 
20 min. from BG / UT » Full Bar Till 2am « 21 & up please 
FRESHMAN BEGINNINGS BOOK 
II you have not picked up 
your copy ol the Freshman 
Beginnings book, you may do 
so al Doy t Perry Stadium thia 
Saturday an hour before the 
CMU game, through the Ural 
quarter, rust inside the student 
gates. This wilt be your next 
10 last chance to pick up the book. 
Get Involved 
Oanee Marathon 
Committee applications available 
440 Student Services 
Return by October 2nd 
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR BLOCK YET? 
Attention Campua organizations interested 
in keeping our campus beautiful. 
Campus Adopt a Block is coming soon. 
Hurry and pick up a form in 
the Student Aaivit.es Office 330 Union 
For Further information contact Misty 
atk 372-2343 
You're an awesome litdei 
Wemakeagreatpairi 
Rock on young one! 
Love. Stacy 
AOIIAOIIAOMAOII 
Looking lor new tunes? 
Come to the Used CD Sale 
Sept. 24 - 25,10:30am • 3.30pm 
Education Steps 
Trade-ins are welcome 
For more Into call 2-2343 
Sponsored by UAO 
PARTY AT PERRY 
ALL BG STUDENTS 
FREE FOOD 
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS 
and BLrrZENIIIII 
1:30@STADIUM 
PARTY AT PERRY 
BETHEREIII 
RUSH PHI MU 
THE SISTERS OF 
PHI MU WOULD LIKE TO 
INVITE YOU TO OUR 
OPEN RUSH THS. SEPT. 26 
AT »PM? CALL 2-2750 
RUSH PHI MU 
SPIRIT DAY'"! 
Friday Sept. 27 
9:30. it:00am 
Outside the Unlveraity Bookstore 
FREE Coffee, Cider, ft Donuts 
TAKE A REAL ROAD TRIPI 
Over 120 colleges m the U S  like Colorado. 
Florida or Calilornia at in-state tuition feee lor a 
year or a semester Attend a 
National Student Exchange Info Session! 
Friday. Sept. 27th al 1:30pm 
3rd Floor Union, Stale Room 
Call Co-op program, 2-2451 lor mlormationl 
TONIGHT AT CAMPUS QUARTERS 
LADIES NIGHTI 
WITH THE MIDNIGHT MARA VDERS 
INTERPLANETARY DISCO JOCKEYS 
1/2DRINKSI 
FREEFUNI 
HELP WANTED 
Si750 weekly possible 
mailing our circulars 
For inlo call 301-306-1207 
—FREE TRIPS & CASH1*" 
Find out how hundreds of student representa- 
tives are already earning FREE TRIPS and 
LOTS OF CASH with America'* #1 Spring 
Break company' Sell only 15 trips and travel 
free! Cancun, Bahamas. Magadan, Jamaica, or 
Fkxidal CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS 
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Nowl TAKE A BREAK 
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95 BREAK' 
ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY. EDUCATION. 
SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
Gain valuable work experience related to your 
major. Big Brothers/Big Sisters of North- 
western Ohio is m need of a part-time re 
cepDoniBl. Duties include general o'tce man- 
agement, as well as assisting the Caseworker 
with volunteer orientation and screening, and 
public relations events. A flexible schedule, in- 
cluding some evening and weekend hours is 
required. Please lax your resume to 
352-9679 
Cashiers Wanted. Barney's Convenient Mart 
1091 N. Mam St Accepting applications. Bene- 
'its and 3rd shitt differential Apply in person 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2000wmontti working on Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel. 
Seasonal A M-time employment available No 
expennce necessary For more Information 
cal: 1 -206-971 3550 ext C5S447  
Earn cash stuffing envelope* at home. All 
material* provided. Send SASE to PO Box 
624.0lslhe,KS66051. 
EMACO Cleaning immediately hinng pi.time 
positions. Transportation required. Competitive 
wages. 419-633-4567 or 419-633 2345. leave 
message. 
Experienced cook wanted part-time Flexible 
hours Apply at BG Country Club. 923 Fair- 
view. Call 352-3100. 
Tony Packo's Cafe 
5827 Monroe St. Slyvonio, OH 
is now hiring qualified individuals for the 
following positions: 
* Kitchen 
• Counter Service 
•Wait 
Please apply between 2 - 4 pm. 
Call 419-885-4500 
Located a short 30 minutes from 
Bowling Green Campus 
EOE 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Cook needed for group housing IO start imme- 
diately. Contract through May 1997. Flexible 
hours Vacations coincide w/ BGSU calender. 
Salary ranges from S230-2SO per week based 
on pnor expenence. Please call Knsten at 
372-3509. 
Gel Paid Back for the pounds you lose 
New Metabolism Breakthrough 
Guaranteed Results Call (303) 661-0162 
Graphic Designer Part-Time 10 hrs. per week • 
must have computer access. Send resume and 
sample work to;  Network Services  116 W 
Front Sl Suite A. Pmdlay. OH 45640 
Help Wanted! 
Restaurant cook lor the Silver River Ca'e 
located m the Kreischer Dining Center 
$5.60/hr. Monday - Friday 4 9pm 
Must be a fuHQme BGSU Student. 
Contact Barb Ensman 372- 7938 
Lawn maintenance positions available 
Part and Full-Time 
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5622 
Looking lor a career and not just a job? Provid- 
ing care and training to adults with mental re- 
tar datiorvdevelopmentai disabilities is a re- 
warding and challenging career opportunity. 
Several pan-nme and sub positions now avail- 
able. $7S5/hr. after 90 days $9 OS • 
• $l4.77/hr based upon expenence. Sick 
leave and vacation benefits for part lime em- 
ployees. Expenence not required Many part- 
time positions available m Bowling Green. Por- 
tage and Waibndge Application may be ob- 
tained from the Wood County Board of 
MR/DD, Entrance B. 11160 E. Gypsy Lane 
Rd . BG. 8 00am -4 30 pm EOE, 
Market Research Interviewers 
Flexible schedule - ideal job lor college stu- 
dents. $5 25 per hour Call 3528115 exi. 
209 or apply at 13330 Bishop Rd , BG 
Now hiring assistant managers, shift managers 
& in store - up to $6.50mr. Full or part-time, 
flexible hours Weekends a must. Please slop 
by Papa John's Pizza. 826 S. Man, next to Bg 
Lots  
Part-time or Full-tme help needed 
$1.25 Bonus for night A weekend hours. 
Apply in person at Marathon Station on 
Front Street m Grand Rapids 
Part-time Secret Shoppers needed to' local 
stores $10-25 plus hr. plus FREE products 
Call now (3i 0)364-2242. 
Pt Time floral designer A customer service. 
Weekdays and Weekends. Exp pref but will 
train Send resume to: Klotz Floral A Garden 
Center. 906 Napoleon Rd BG. c/o Nancy 
PT/FT. $10.25 plus hr. Answer phones local 
area Flexible hours. No experience neces- 
safy C.il|r-o.v:3-0:364-??S'  
Restaurant Crew 
Going Somewhere FAST! 
Taco Bell, one of the world's fastest growing 
quick service restaurant chains, brings a spe- 
cial Wend of smiles, serwee. and satisfaction to 
customers all across the country. 
Join our fnencty, enthusiastic crew and we'll 
promise you competitive pay and great bene- 
fits that mdude: 
'On-thn-job Training 
•Flexible Scheduling 
"Free Meals 
•Free Uniform* 
•Regular Raises 
•Advancement Opportunity 
'Bonus Incentive 
You'll love working in our restaurant • and your 
combination of energy and ambition will be a- 
warded with a company that's going places ■ 
fast. Go with Taco Bell    Now hiring ai Bowling 
Green Taco Belt. $5.00 per hour  We are an 
equal opportunity employer. MVF/V/H  
SPRING BREAK! 
Earn cash! Highest Commission* 
Lowest Price*! Travel Free only 13 sale* 
Free Into! Call i -800-426-7710 
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM 
Sub for Paper Route 
need dependable car 
about3hrs/$2l 00 
Afternoons 
Call Kay 352 4636 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Postlons  ire   now   available   at   National 
Parks, Forests A Wildlife Preserves. Excel* 
lent    Benefit*    A     bonuses'    Call: 
1-206-971-3620 exi   N55446. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $25 $45 per hour teaching basic 
conversational English m Japan. Taiwan or S. 
Korea. No teaching background or Asian Ian 
guages required. For information call: 
(206)971-3570 exi J55444  
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING 
Entry level positions available worldwide (Ha- 
waii. Menco. Carnbean etc) Waitstaff. 
housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness 
counselors and more. Call Resort Employmen 
Sery.cos   i 206-971-3600 ext 055444  
UPTOWN Coat Check 
See manager. M-T-TR-F 
8 - 11pm 
FOR SALE 
1987 Escort Exe Cond. 
$2600 or best offer 
3534296 
1994 S 10 pickup. 4 3 liter. V6 automatic, air. 
tape   deck,   fully   loaded.   Call   Wendy   at u r^sv      w*=b*i,      r '.j      'www 
352-1577. leave message 
Men's 16 spd mountain b*ke. very good cond. 
Barely used $150- Brother WP-3550 word pro- 
cessor. Monitor A table included $200, call or 
leave message  at  353-6275 or  e-mail  at 
afoug"!i5?D<)'-el tx;^ vC.   .isk 'c Dave 
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS 
NOW!! 
TA.S.P International is currently looking lo» 
hard workmg. motivated students to fiH man 
agement positions for the summer of 1997 
Positions are Mled on a first come, first quali- 
fied basis m the following areas: all suburbs o' 
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayton 
Youngstown, Cincinnati, and Toledo If you are 
looking to bu'd your resume, gam vaiuabio ox 
penence. and find out more about our man- 
agement program please call i -800-543-3792 
FOR RENT 
1 Female subleaser needed. Spxng 1997. 3 
bedroom house, dose to campus, own room. 
$i 75 a month A e!ecmc/gas. Ask for Tiffany 
354-3106  
Male Roommate Needed 
Can have own room 
352-1576. Ask for Andrew 
One female subleaser tor Spring '97 Close to 
campus Can 352 5759 Ask'or Lisa  
Roommate needed Immediately 
$260 a month 
352 0579 
Roommate needed immedately for 2 bedroom 
apt. Close to campus Own room $225 a mo 
pay electric onry 352-9409 
WE USE ONLY 
PUPTIED 
Wat      ER 
lid North Mill   Rowling Green 
COLL€G€ ID NIGHT 
NO COVER UNTIL 11PM 
LADIES NIGHT- 
NO COV6R fill 6V6NING 
EKOOSTIK 
HOOKAH 
SHAG 
POWER FUNK FROM CINCINNATI 
MAIN STAGE 
•LOOK FOR NEW ADDITION, 
FRIDAY, OCT. 5 
•Oct. 26-ALL FREAKS BALL 
209 N. Superior 
Downtown 
Toledo 
HOTLINE 
(419)243-4449 
